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SUMMARY

This user's guide along with its appendices is the source document for Version 3.1 of the Subjec-
tive Workload Assessment Technique (SWAT), a procedure for measuring mental workload. This
particular version of SWAT was developed to be more accessible in terms of both equipment
requirements and user friendliness than the previous versions that required a mainframe computer.
The basic equipment needed to implement Version 3.1 includes a microcomputer running the
MS DOS operating system, 512K internal memory, and two floppy disks or one hard disk and one
floppy disk, along with the user's guide. The program can analyze scale development data for up
to 30 subjects.

The guide has been written as a "how-to" manual for the first phase of SWAT, Scale Development,
but some explanations concerning the second phase, Event Scoring, are included. The report
begins with a general overview of workload and proceeds to various topics encompassing the
implementation of this particular subjective workload measurement technique. These include sec-
tions on descriptions of the three SWAT dimensions, use of conjoint measurement and scaling,
card sort procedures and analysis, methods of prototyping, event scoring, and data analysis.
Appendix F is a step-by-step explanation of how to use the analysis program, including system
requirements, information for getting started, and a description of each menu and screen. This
section and each of the other how-to sections have been provided as appendices so that the appro-
priate part can be separated from the rest of the report and used independently as needed. As an aid
to users who need tmore information on mental or subjective workload, or studies where SWAT
has been used, an extensive bibliography has been included.
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PREFACE

This report was written as part of an ongoing effort by the Workload and Ergonomics Branch of

the Harry G. Armstrong Aerospace Medical Research Laboratory (AAMRL) to facilitate the use

and ease of implementation of SWAT in both laboratory and operational settings. It was per-

formed under Work Unit 7184-14-07. The effort is supported by Systems Research Laboratories,

Inc. (SRL), Dayton, Ohio, under Contract Number F33615-85-C-0541. Mr. Robert Linhart is the

contract monitor.

We wish to acknowledge Dr. Thomas E. Nygren of The Ohio State University, who created the

original analysis software for Version 3.1, and Mr. Brian Porter of SRL for his time, effort, and

patience in producing the user interface for this version.

The disk which this report refers to is Version 3.1 of SWAT and contains four files. They are: (1)

SWATPRGM.BAT, (2) MAIN.EXE, (3) SWAT.DAT, and (4) TEST.DAT.

To run the program, type "SWATPRGM" and (RETURN). The first three files which comprise

the executable program must be kept together, while the fourth file is a sample data set included for

instructional and testing purposes. Since the program needs to write a file to the program disk, it is

not write-protected. Therefci'e, it is advisable to make a backup copy of the disk.

You are asked not to distribute the program disk. We would like to maintain an accurate list of

recipients to be able to supply program updates or advise users of problems, should they be dis-

covered. Potential users can obtain the program by writing to:

Mr. Gary B. Reid

AAMRIAHEG
Wright Patterson Air Force Base, Ohio 45433-6573
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Section 1

INTRODUCTION

The Subjective Workload Assessment Technique (SWAT) has been developed in response to a

need for a workload measure with known metric properties that is useful in operational or "real-

world" environments. Maximum effort has been expended to keep the SWAT data collection as

unintrusive as possible. The principal way this has been accomplished is through the application

of a scaling procedure known as conjoint scaling. This approach allows responses to be made in

the operational setting using only three simple descriptors for each of three factors that have been

used to operationally define workload. This approach also minimizes the amount of time required

to make responses by keeping down the number and complexity of descriptors that an operator

must memorize.

SWAT is divided into two distinct phases: Scale Development and Event Scoring. The Scale

Development phase is used to train the subjects on the use of the descriptors and to obtain data

concerning how these dimensions combine to create each individual's personal impression of

workload. The Event Scoring phase is the experiment or test situation where the investigator is

interested in obtaining information about the workload associated with task performance.

This SWAT User's Guide is to accompany Version 3.1 of the software used in the scale devel-

opment phase of SWAT and is intended to be a "how-to" manual. Discussion of technical issues

and research related to the application of SWAT will be a limited part of this manual. A SWAT

bibliography is included for readers interested in a more in-depth treatment of these subjects.

Before we begin, there is one additional Ix)int that needs to be made. As is well known, there are

at least two types of workload--mental workload and physical workload. There is .1 extensive

history of physical measurement and physiulogical measurement that addresses physical workload,

We have chosen to use SWAT as a measure of mental workload and, in general, omit considera-

tion of physical workload. Some physical components that are within normal tolerance ranges but

provide a source of irritation may be considered and this will be explained in a later section. In the

event that a large physical comnponent of work loud is expected to be present in a study, the experi-

menter should plan to obtain appropriate measures to reflect it. Despite the fact that SWAT is a

measure of mental workload only, throughout this manual references to mental workload will be

shortened to workload. This is done solely for convenience and should not contribute to over-

looking other imnprtant comnpolnents of workload.

This manual is organized around an explanation of the two phases of SWAT--the Scale Develop-

ment phase and the Event Scoring phase. The "how-to" portions have been placed in appendices

9



to facilitate easy access after you have become reasonably familiar with the SWAT analysis pro-

cess. You may wish to separate certain appendices from the main document so they may be used

as a master for copies or as a quick reference guide for running the SWAT software.
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Section 2

SCALE DEVELOPMENT

2.1. INTRODUCTION

The Scale Development phase is the principal aspect which differentiates S) ,T from other subjec-
tive workload approaches. Usually, descriptors are provided in order to define some number of
workload levels (seven, for example), and subjects are carefully trained to know what is repre-
sented by each level of the scale. In SWAT, descriptors of components of workload are provided,
but the task of the subject is not to learn what the various levels mean but rather to make judgments
that allow the investigator to determine how the factors combine for the particular subjects involved
in the investigaion.

The first requirement in the development of this scaling approach is to establish an operational defi-
nition of mental workload. While researchers have not arrived at a consensus about a technical
definition of workload, there is considerable agreement that mental workload is a combination of
several factors related to task demands, operator state, and time factors. Therefore, workload has
been defined for SWAT to be composed primarily of Time Load, Mental Effort Load, and Psycho-
logical Stress Load (Reid and Nygren, 1988). Time Load refers to the total amount of time availa-
ble to an operator to accomplish a task as well as overlap of tasks or parts of tasks; Mental Effort
Load is the amount of attention or concentration that is required to perform a task; and Psychologi-
cal Stress Load is the presence of confusion, frustration, and/or anxiety associated with task per-
formance. This definition is not intended to represent a sufficient technical definition of mental
workload; rather, it provides a useful operational definition. It does appear to reflect most of what
a majority of people are talking about when they refer to mental workload.

2.2. DESCRIPTION OF THE DIMENSIONS

The three factors (or dimensions) used to operationally define workload have each been further
defined by a set of descriptors that specify three levels of each of the dimensions. These dimen-
sions are based largely on the theoretical work of Sheridan and Simpson (1979) in defining pilot
workload. We have attempted to generalize the wording of the descriptors in order to create a scale
that is applicable to most work situations where mental workload is an anticipated problem. The
dimensions are defined in the following paragraphs,

0
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2.2.1, 'rm Loa

The Time Load dimension depends on the availability of spare time and the overlap of task activi-
ties. This is closely associated with the use of time line analysis as a primary method of evaluating

whether or not a person should be able to accomplish a task. Time Load may be experienced as the
rate that events occur or the speed of a system. The three levels are:

1. Often have spare time. Interruptions or overlap among activities occur infrequently or not

at all.

2. Occasionally have spare time. Interruptions or overlap among activities occur frequently,

3. Almost never have spare time. Interruptions or overlap among activities are frequent or

occur all the time.

2.2.2. Mental Effort Load

Mental Effort Load is an indicator of the amount of attention or mental demands that are required to

accomplish a task, independent of the number of subtasks or time limitations. With low Mental
Effort Load, the concentration and attention required by a task are minimal and thus performance is

almost automatic. As Mental Effort Load increases, so does the amount of concentration and atten-
tion required. Generally, this is due to the complexity of the task or the amount of information

which must be processed by the operator in order to perform adequately.

High demand for mental effort requires total attention or concentration due to task complexity or

the amount of information that must be processed. Activities such as performing calculations,
making decisions, remembering or storing information, and problem solving are all examples of

mental effort. The exact descriptors used are:

1, Very little conscious mental effort or concentration required. Activity is almost automatic,

requiring little or no attention.

2. Moderate conscious mental effort or concentration required. Complexity of activity is

moderately high due to uncertainty, unpredictability, or unfamiliarity. Considerable atten-

tion required.

12
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3. Extensive mental effort and concentration are necessary. Very complex activity requiring

total attention.

2.2.3. Psychological Stress Load

Psychological Stress Load refers to conditions that produce confusion, frustration, and/or anxiety

during task performance and, therefore, make task accomplishment seem more difficult. At low

levels of stress, one feels relatively relaxed. As stress increases, distraction from relevant aspects
of the task is caused by factors within the environment or the individual. These factors include

such things as motivation, fatigue, fear, skill level, or temperature, noise, vibration, and comfort.
Many of these factors can directly affect task performance when they reach high levels. However,

for the purposes of SWAT and the measurement of mental workload, we are talking about these
factors when they are at relatively low levels but create enough of an irritant that individuals must
draw on resources in order to prevent interference with task performance. The specific levels for
the Psychological Stress Load dimension are:

1. Little confusion, risk, frustration, or anxiety exists and can be easily accommodated.

2. Moderate stress due to confusion, frustration, or anxiety noticeably adds to workload.
Significant compensation is required to maintain adequate performance.

3. High to very intense stress due to confusion, frustration, or anxiety. High to extreme

determination and self-control required.

2.3. THE CONJOINt MEASUREMENT MODEL

2.j•. 1. ltouto

There are many composition rules that describe how complex multifactor or multidimensional
judgments are formed. One simple yet psychologically useful rule is the additive rule which

suggests that independent variables combine in an independent additive fashion to produce an
overall joint psychological effect. This additive rule is the model that underlies SWAT. For

example, let Ti be a level of the Time factor, El be a level of the Effort factor, and SI be a level of
the Stress factor. We might hypothesize that the joint effects of these three factors (which we call
workload) could be described as:

S f(T1, E1, SI) = fl(TI) + f2(El) + f3(S1) (1)

13



where f, f 1, f2, and f3 are separate and identifiable numerical functions (Krantz and Tversky,

1971).

Additive models like the three-factor model illustrated in equation (1) have been and continue to be

an important part of many psychological theories. Until recently, however, even for this simple

model, there has not been a satisfactory means by which one could simultaneously estimate all four

functions--fl, f2, f3, and f. Conjoint measurement theory provides a means to accomplish this

objective. Just as important, however, is the aspect of the theory which indicates that only ordinal

relations are required among the data points to produce resultant scales that possess interval proper-

ties. The implications of this result will become more apparent following the presentation of an

introduction to the basic theory of conjoint measurement.

Prior to an introduction to the mathematical foundations of conjoint measurement, it is useful to

define two terms that are generally distinguished in the literature (Emery and Barron, 1979; Green

and Rao, 1971; Green and Srinivasan, 1978). First, we define conloint measurement as the pro-

cedure whereby we specify, for a given combination rule, the conditions under which there exist

measurement scales for the dependent and independent variables, such that the order of the joint

effects of the independent variables in the data is preserved by the numerical composition rule. We

then define cnintalys (snmetimes referred to as numerical conjoint measurement) as the pro-

cedure whereby the actual numerical scale values for the joint effects and the levels of the indepen-

dent variables are obtained, Thus, there are effectively two separate and independent processes in

the conjoint measurement methodology and, hence, two such processes in SWAT. First, one

attempts to find the appropriate combination rule and then, assuming the rule is valid, finds numeri-

cal functions that "best" fit the observed order of the joint effects in the data while conforming to

the specified rule.

The general theory as outlined by Krantz and Tversky (1971) provides for a series of axioms

which, when tested with a set of data, aid in discriminating among four simple polynomial models

to determine which of them best fit the set of data. For example, let fl(T1), f2(E1), and f3(Sl)

represent the subjective scale values associated with these levels for a given individual. We could

postulate that the levels of the three factors combine to form an overall judged value for perceived

workload, f(T1, El, S1), via either:

an additive model (as previously described), if

f(TI, El, S1) = fl(T1) + f2(El) + f3(S1), (2) 0
14



* a multiplicative model, if

f(T1, El, S1) = fl(TI) *f2(E1) * f3(S1), (3)

a distributive model, if

f(T1, El, Si) = fl(TI) * [f2(E1) + f3(S 1)], (4)

or a dual-distributive model, if

f(Tl, El, SI) - fl(T1) + [f2(El) * f3(SI)]. (5)

Note that in the latter three models, the overall value of the combined effect of the three factors,
f(T I, E I, Si), could be completely erased if one of the multiplicative factors has a zero level, In
this case, it would not matter what the levels of the other factors were. For an additive model, of
course, this is not the case, since a zero level of a factor would make only that factor irrelevant for
the combined stimulus effect. Since in this and many other applications one would not expect to
find a multiplicative factor with this zero level property, most theoretical and empirical research in
conjoint measurement has focused on the additive model.

2.3.2. Axiom Tests

The Krantz and Tversky (1971) axioms define five ordinal properties that are useful in differen-

tiating among the models in equations (2) through (5). In addition, all are necessary although not
sufficient for the additive model. These are single factor independence, joint factor independence,
double cancellation, distributive cancellation, and dual-distributive cancellation. It is clear from the
results of a recent Monte Carlo study (Nygren, 1985) that the critical axioms that are used to assess
additivity are independence, joint independence, and double cancellation. Hence, these axioms are
used in the SWAT analysis to determine if an additive model exists in the data. These three axioms
are summarized below.

Distributive cancellation, which is similar to double cancellation but with four antecedent condi-
tions, was found to be extremely weak as a diagnostic tool in determining additivity. In fact, it
was found that even for random nonadditive data, the property will be satisfied, on the average,
about 75 percent of the time, Dual-distributive cancellation is a very complex property, requiring

five antecedent conditions from a 5 x 5 x 5 design to be met in order for the test to even be

15



possible. It, like distributive cancellation, is not able to reject additivity. Therefore, these two

axioms are not performed in this application of conjoint measurement. For a more detailed

description and explanation of these properties, the interested reader is referred to Nygren (1982,

1985).

2.3.2.1. Independence

We begin with the fundamental property of independence which can be checked separately for each

of the three factors. In general, we say that:

A is independent of B and C whenever

(al,bl,cl) > (a2,bl,cl) if and only if (al,b2,c2) > (a2,b2,c2) (6)

where A, B, and C represent the three dimensions, and al, a2, and a3 represent three levels within

the first dimension. Similarly, bl, b2, and b3 represent the three levels of the second dimension;
likewise, c I, c2, and c3 for the third dimension. Thus, independence of A asserts that if a2 > al

for some combination of levels of factors B and C, then this relation will hold for any other com-
bination of levels of B and C, For SWAT, this axiom can be translated as stating that the ordering

of any two levels of the time load dimension, for example, will remain consistent for all comnbina- 0

tions of the other two dimensions. Note that this "independence" is really a monotonicity property
and not a statistical independence property. Hence, theoretically it would be quite possible, for

example, to find Time Load independent (monotonic) of Effort and Stress, but not Effort indepen-

dent of Stress and Time or Stress independent of Effort and Time. To the extent that the mono-
tonicity or simple independence property holds, we have support for an additive model. Every test
of independence of A with B and C requires a 2 x 2 x 2 matrix with two levels of factor A and two

combinations of B x C. Thus the total number of possible tests of the property in this case would
be 108 for the 3 x 3 x 3 design.

2.3.2.2. Joint Independence

A second form of independence can also be examined in our three factor model. The property
known as joint independence states that:

A and B are jointly independent of C whenever

(al,bl,cl) > (a2,b2,cl) if and only if (al,bl,c2) > (a2,b2,c2). (7)

16



Joint independence of A and B with respect to C indicates that if one combination of A and B is
greater than another at a fixed level of C [i.e., (al,bl) > (a2,b2) at cI], then the ordering should be

preserved for any other level of the third factor (c2). If joint independence holds for all pairs of

factors, then this implies that independence holds for a single factor. However, the converse is not

necessarily true. If simple independence holds for all factors, this does not imply that joint indepen-

dence will be satisfied for all pairs of factors. We can, of course, state two other forms of the joint

independence property for A and C of B, and B and C of A. For SWAT, this asserts that the

ordering of any combination of two dimensions (Time Load and Mental Effort Load, for example)

will hold for all levels of the third dimension, Psychological Stress Load.

2.3.2.3. Double Cancellation

The third property examined by Krantz and Tversky (1971) is usually referred to as double cancel-

lation stated for factors A and B as:

If (a2,b3,cl) > (al,b2,cl) and (a3,b2,cl) > (a2,bl,cl), then (a3,b3,cl) > (al,bl,cl). (8)

Note that double cancellation requires at least three levels of each of the factors A and B, and deals

0 with only two such factors at a time. Hence, It must be satisfied for all pairs of factors. If factors
A and B each have three levels, then there will be one possible test of double cancellation for these

two factors. For the purposes of SWAT, this axiom tests the consistency in the row, column, and
diagonal relations for two factors at a time, holding the third factor constant, Therefore, there are
three possible tests of double cancellation for each factor. Note that in this test there are two antece-
dent conditions, both of which must be met for the test to be performed.

2.3.3. Scale Development Data Collection

Note that these properties are stated in terms of order relations, and only these order relations are

necessary to adequatel, test these properties, Thus, it is sufficient to require each subject to merely

present rank-order judgments for each of the stimulus combinations generated by combining levels
of the factors. In SWAT, the method for obtaining this information is the card sort. During the
scale development phase, each subject is given a deck of 27 cards. A facsimile of these cards has

been included in Appendix A. Each of the cards has three statements on it representing one of the
possible combinations of the levels of Time Load, Mental Effort Load, and Psychological Stress

Load. Therefore, there is a total of 27 possible combinations of the descriptors. Subjects are
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asked to sort the cards so that the 27 combinations are rank ordered to reflect the degree of subjec-

tive workload, from lowest to highest, represented by each combination.

A card deck facsimile (Appendix A) has been included as both an example and a master to be used

in making up your own card decks. The letter printed on each card actually should be placed on
the back of the cards when they are printed. Typed capital letters are easier to distinguish thtn

lower case letters. If lower case letters are used, a line should be placed under each letter to aid in

discriminating those letters which might be confused if they are turned upside down (e.g. an

upside down "u" frequently looks like an "n").

Each letter has been specifically assigned to each card and that letter has a specific workload com-

bination assigned to it. For example, card "N" has a 1- 1-1 workload combination and card "K"
has a 2-3-1 combination. The 1-1-1 card is composed of the lowest level of Time Load, Mental
Effort Load, and Psychological Stress Load, while the 2-3-1 card is made up of the middle level of
Time Load, the highest level of Mental Effort Load, and the lowest level of Psychological Stress
Load dimension. Examples are:

Often have spare time. Interruptions or overlap among activities occur

infrequently or not at all.

CARD Very little conscious mental effort or concentration required. Activity is
N almost automatic, requiring little or no attention.

Little confusion, risk, frustration, or anxiety exists and can be easil I

accommodated.

Occasionally have spare time. Interruptions or overlap among activities
occur frequently.

CARD Extensive mental effort and concentration are necessary. Very complex
K activity requiring total attention,

Little confusion, risk, frustration, or anxiety exists and can be easily
accommodated.



* NOTE: It is important to keep each letter with the combinations as they appear in Appendix A.

The SWAT analysis program is designed to accept a specific order of those combinations when

data are input. Changing the letters will affect the input order and, therefore, the outcome of the

SWAT analysis.

2.3.4. Axiom Testing Prommrns

As discussed earlier, in most applications of conjoint measurement methodology, it is the additive

representation that is of interest. However, even for an additive model as small as the 3 x 3 x 3
design used in the SWAT methodology, both the testing procedures for the properties mentioned
above and the actual scaling procedure for obtaining the numerical scale values become extremely
impractical without the aid of a computer based algorithm. Indeed, the actual counting of the num-

ber of tests, the number of successful orderings, and the number of violations of the three axioms

described above can become computationally overwhelming very quickly, The SWAT program
was designed to meet these computational axiom testing needs practically and efficiently. There are
several programs which have been designed to do the testing of the preceding axioms. The SWAT
program is a combination of several of these programs.

0 One attempt to develop a general diagnostic program for testing the conjoint measurement axioms
was made by Holt and Wallsten (1974). Their program, CONJOINT, was designed to test each of

the axioms mentioned above, CONJOINT was written in PL/1 and has been modified to run on an
IBM 370 or Amdahl 470 operating system. Ullrich and Cummins (1973) developed two other pro-

grams, PCJM and PCJM2, written in FORTRAN, to do essentially the same thing as CONJOINT.
There are, however, several differences between the programs which make both useful as diagnos-

tic tools. For a more detailed description of these programs, refer to Nygren (1982).

SWAT is a combination of what is believed to be the most useful parts of these programs. First,

SWAT provides some of the same information as CONJOINT for testing conjoint measurement
axioms. However, SWAT also provides a more detailed analysis of violations of these axioms,
especially for the critical axioms of simple independence and joint independence. In addition,
SWAT is written in FORTRAN, whereas CONJOINT is written in PL/1. SWAT employs some

of the same algorithms used in PCJM for examining the axioms, SWAT, however, makes some

very important corrections to logical and theoretical errors made by the PCJM analysis of the con-
joint measurement axioms.
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2.3.5, cln

After the axiom tests have been completed and an additive model has been found to be an adequate

representation of the data, the SWAT program calculates a scaling solution for the data. By a

scaling solution we mean that numerical values can be found for each of the levels of the three

factors and their additive combinations that will maintain the order of the subjects' card sort and

conform to an additive model.

A number of algorithms are now available for obtaining scaling solutions for multiplicative, dis-

tributive, and dual distributive models as well as an additive model. Two of these nonmetric algo-

rithms, MONANOVA (Kruskal, 1965) and NONMETRO (Johnson, 1973), are used for SWAT to

provide a best-fitting scaling solution to represent the card sort data. The definition of "best fitting"

is what differentiates the two procedures, as will be described below. Being nonmetric scaling pro-

cedures, both algorithms attempt to determine the best fitting set of interval-scaled values for the

levels of the dimensions and their combined effect based only on rank ordering of the combinations

of the dimensions. Therefore, the SWAT procedure begins by rank ordering the data from the
smallest to the largest, if they are not already in that form. From this point on, only this rank order
of the data and not the data values themselves are used in the analysis.

2.3.5.1. MONANOVA

The first approach, MONANOVA, finds and applies a monotonic transformation to the original

card sort data such that a set of distances can be estimated for the combinations of levels with the

constraint that the distances fit the transformation in a least squares analysis. To begin, an arbitrary

set of initial scale values for the levels of the factors is formed to produce initial estimates of the 27

stimulus combinations. From these initial scale values, a matrix of what is called disparities is

formed. Disparities are transformed values that are monotonic with the original data and as close

as possible to the initial set of workload scale values. Next, a badness-of-fit measure, STRESS, is

computed to determine how closely the monotonically transformed disparity values match the esti-

mated scale values from the additive model. STRESS is formed by finding the square root of the

sum of the squared deviations between the disparity values and the estimated stimulus values.

If the original rank data are in perfect agreement with an additive representation, then monotoni-

cally transformed disparities will be found that, when suitably normalized, are identical to the

estimated stimulus scale values, producing a STRESS value of zero. Subjects' data are, however,

generally not without some random error. Typically then, the algorithm will not find a STRESS

value of zero. In these cases, the algorithm works iteratively. Following the computation of
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STRESS, the estimated stimulus scale values are recalculated via a least-squares estimation pro-

* cedure similar to that employed in standard regression analysis. The partial derivative of STRESS

with respect to each scale value is found, and a numerical analysis procedure known as the method
of gradients is used to find a new set of best-fitting (in the least squares sense) stimulus scale
values. New disparities are formed, a new STRESS value is computed, and the iterative process is
continued until no improvement in STRESS can be found. Following the last iteration, the esti-
mated scale values for the 27 stimulus combinations are found and are normalized so that combina-
tion (1,1,1) has a scale value of 0 and (3,3,3) has a scale value of 100.

This approach treats inconsistencies in the arrangement of levels in the card sort as being meaning-
ful information. Therefore, inconsistencies will cause the scaling to incorporate ties in the levels.
As a result, this is the preferred algorithm when a subject's conceptualization of workload is
defined by a model with fewer than three levels of each of the dimensions. For example, a subject
may feel C ,,t Time Load does not really make any difference in how high his workload is up to the
point of not being able to keep up with the task. From that point on, this subject might think that
Time Load is an extremely important factor. In this case, the subject would probably treat the level
1 and level 2 descriptors as equivalent while level 3 would be distinctly different. In other words,
the subject would have only two levels of Time Load and, perhaps, three levels of Mental Effort
Load and three levels of Psychological Stress Load. Therefore, the SWAT program would auto-
matically select and present the MONANOVA scaling solution as the best fitting solution.

2.3.5.2. Johnson's Algorithm

The second scaling procedure in SWAT, NONMETRO, is used to provide another scaling of the
data, this time based on a badness-of-fit measure different from STRESS. This measure, THETA,
differs from STRESS in that it is based on a pairwise method in which the differences in scale
values for all possible pairs of stimuli (351 pairs for the 27 stimuli in SWAT) are compared with
the differences in the original ranks.

As in the previous scaling algorithm, this routine starts by finding a set of estimates of the stimulus
scale values. For efficiency, it uses the final estimates found by the STRESS-based procedure as
these starting values. If the data do, in fact, perfectly conform to an additive model, the procedure
stops after one iteration, since the scale values have already been determined. If tie data are not
perfectly additive (as is usually the case), then the badness-of-fit measure THETA is computed by

summing the differences in scale values for all pairs of stimuli for which the original ranks are not
in the same order as the estimated scale values, This sum is then normalized by dividing by the

sum of all differences in scale values and taking the square root. The numerator of this term and,
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thus, THETA will be zero if all pairs of ranks and pairs of estimated scale values are in the same

order. As in the case of STRESS, the partial derivative of THETA (actually THETA-squared) is

taken with respect to each scale value in order to find new estimates that will minimize the differ-

ences in scale values for which there are incorrect pairwise orderings, The iterative procedure is

then continued until no significant improvement in the estimated scale values (i.e., that will mini-

mize THETA) can be found. Following the last iteration (as in MONANOVA), the scale values are

normalized to a range of 0 to 100.

This THETA measure is strongly related to Kendall's Tau coefficient, although they are not a sim-

ple function of one another. Therefore, Kendall's Tau is included as another goodness-of-fit indi-

cator in the NONMETRG solution. In SWAT for example, for a set of ranks that is perfectly

additive, Tau will be 1.0, indicating that all 351 pairs of estimated scale values are in the same

order as the 351 pairs of ranks. For data containing a slight error, it is still possible for THETA to

be 0.0 (by producing tied scale values) but for Tau not to be equal to 1.0.

It may at first seem redundant to perform two scaling procedures in SWAT, since both will yield

identical results for perfectly additive data and generally very similar results, However, the differ-

ences in handling of inconsistencies (error) provide a complementary approach to the conjoint

scaling problem. MONANOVA interprets Inconsistencies in the data as error and the order from

the card sort is maintained. Te scale values are forced to be different, resulting in a scale that

would not properly reflect the two level model in the previous example. On the other hand,
NONMETRG will give a better solution when a subject's card sort conforms to the typical model

with three levels of each of the three dimensions but has a number of inconsistencies that are, in

fact, random error. If the program cannot find a pattern of ties in the ordering that explains incon-

sistencies, then they are assumed to be error and NONMETRG is the selected scaling solution.

2.3.5.3. Final Scaling Solution

As previously described, SWAT incorporates both MONANOVA and NONMETRG into the

scaling solution. MONANOVA is performed first, and produces a set of resealed values for each

of the three levels of the three dimensions. To aid in efficiency, these resealed values are then used

as input for the NONMETRG algorithm. After both solutions have been calculated, the SWAT pro-

gram chooses the best solution from the two algorithms. This is based on a rule which assumes

that a difference of less than six units between the rescaled values of any two levels of a dimension

implies essentially equivalent levels. This occurrence is best fitted by the MONANOVA algorithm.

If the differences between each pair of all three levels of any given dimension are greater than six,

the program will choose the solution from the NONMETRG algorithm, The selected solution
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automatically will be displayed by the program. However, both solutions may be examined by

* selection of the proper options in the program, as described in Appendix F.

2.3.5.4. Subscales

Whichever scaling solution is used, the result is rescaled values with interval-level properties for
each of the three levels of the three dimensions. Typically, these are combined to form the 27 com-
binations of workload levels. However, it should be noted that these subscale values, as we call
them, can also be used independently as a possible diagnostic approach to workload assessment.
Studies have been performed to investigate the differential sensitivity of the three subscales
(Eggemeier, McGhee, and Reid, 1983; Potter and Acton, 1985). Both of these studies indicated
potential advantages to analyzing the subscales as well as the overall combined values,

2.4. CARD SORT PROCEDURE

2.4.1. Intrducio

The principal reason for completing the card sort is to generate data that are used to produce a
* scaling solution tailored to the group's or individual's perception of workload, This is one aspect

of SWAT which is different from most other subjective workload assessment approaches. The
results of the card sort are analyzed by the conjoint scaling program to produce an interval-level
workload scale.

Since the results from card sorts are used to generate the workload scale, the card sort session is
the key to a successful application of SWAT. The subject must be convinced of the importance of
providing the best possible information regarding how he or she percuives (trades off) the three
dimensions which we have defined as being the primary contributors to workload, Inaccurate or
invalid card sort information can have a considerable effect on the results of the experiment.

Aside from the scale generation, there are several other very important aspects of the card sort

which need to be emphasized. Primarily, the card sort procedure serves as training for the subse-

quent Event Scoring phase of SWAT. After sorting the cards, subjects are very familiar with the

use of the three dimensions and their levels. Consequently, only slight additional training will be

required (see Section 3 for more information on Event Scoring).

Secondly, the card sort provides motivation for subjects to take the rating scale seriously. One

problem inherent in traditional subjective measures is that of gaining subject acceptance of the
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rating scale being used. If subjects reject the technique or take the rating task too lightly, then tile

chances of obtaining accurate ratings are greatly reduced. Our experience has indicated that per-

forming the card sort provides subjects with a feeling of greater involvement and, thus, facilitates

seriousness and greater reliability of ratings.

Appendices B, C, and D provide information pertinent to the card sort procedure. Appendix B

provides an outline which is to serve as a guide for verbal instructions for a typical sample of

college students. Similarly, Appendix C is an outline of instructions geared toward a pilot popu-
lation. You will notice that these two sets of instructions have some similarities and yet they are

not identical. This illustrates the point that you should "tailor" the instructions to fit the specific

application and subject population. These samples are included to indicate some of the points

which should be included in a briefing, but not necessarily read verbatim to the subjects. In

writing a set of instructions, points and approaches from both of these sets, as well as others, may

be needed. While these instructions are intended to be given verbally, some investigators may

wish to have only a written set for their subjects. In this case, a modification of these appendices

may be used in conjunction with Appendix D. Appendix D, or a modification of Appendix D, is a

set of instructions which nearly all subjects should read before beginning the card sort. These
instructions are designed to reemphasize points made in the briefing (Appendix B or C) and pro-

vide additional points/comments which are necessary. Appendix D may be copied and made

available to all subjects.

Appendix E is a master card sort data sheet which may be used to record the subjects' card sort

data. It also should be copied prior to use, The procedure for recording data is as follows. Take a

deck of' sorted cards; identify which card represents the lowest workload combination (typically

this is card N). Find this letter on the data sheet and assign it a rank of one (1). Take the next card

from the deck, find its corresponding letter on the data sheet and assign it a rank of two (2). Con-

tinue in this manner until all 27 letters on the data sheet have been assigned a rank. Perform this

same operation for each subject's card deck. This matrix of numbers will be the input data for the

analysis program. The procedure for entering data into the program will be described in Appen-
dix F, Data Analysis Procedures.

2.4.2. Timing of Sort Cards

It is preferable that the sorts be made prior to Ev, , Scoring (participating in the experiment)

because of the training value associated with repeated reading of the descriptors. Ilowever, as far

as conjoint measurement theory is concerned, the sort can be obtained at any time. There are no,

know:n requirements regarding elapsed time between card sorts and Event Scoring. In past
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experiments, the same subjects have performed sorts as far apart as a year. Over 80 percent of the

subjects produced sorts correlating .90 and above. Less than 5 percent gave sorts whose order

reflected different combination rules. Thus, the indication is that, if the person is really trying to

give an honest evaluation of how these dimensions combine, his/her judgment remains relatively

stable for substantial time periods.

Conversely, requiring subjects to repeat the card sort several times could result in annoying them

and cause them to be careless in the ordering simply to complete the task as quickly as possible.

The result would be an ordering of the cards that does not faithfully represent the subjects' com-

position rule and a potentially inconsistent ordering which could not be modeled.

In general, it is recommended that the subjects be scheduled for a 1-hour scale development ses-

sion, either individually or in groups. This session should be dedicated time free from other time

constraints. The experimenter should provide a complete explanation about the card sort and make

every effort to obtain a sort that accurately reflects the subjects' opinions regarding the combination
of the dimensions, The experimenter can then use the subjects' same card sorts data for more than
one experiment or for several sessions of the same experiment. There are, of course, certain experi-
mental questions that may require additional sorts from subjects. The general rule is meant to
apply to studies such as system evaluations.

2.4.3. Additional Comments

The following is a list of points which commonly arise concerning SWAT. They are answers to
the most commonly asked questions concerning card sort procedures.

1. The card sorts can be obtained in group sessions or individual sessions or some of both as
study constraints dictate.

2. A strategy that is suggested to the subject for accomplishing the card sort is to make three
stacks of approximately nine cards each. One stack represents relatively low workload, the
middle stack represents moderate workload, and the other stack represents relatively high
workload. Each stack is then ordered 1 to 9 for low to high workload within a stack. The

stacks are then put together and the oider rechecked,

3. Subjects should be assured that there is not a correct order to the card sort. What is
desired, however, is that the order should represent their opinion as to what constitutes
workload to them personally and that it may differ from person to person. They are
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instructed, for purposes of the sort, to think of the sek of descriptors oil each card as

representative of all workload events like this. It is important that the subject thinks of

events that he/she has experienced so that judgments of the joint effects can be made

between the different combinations. Their sort should not be based on the anticipation of

the upcoming study or experiment.

4. Subjects are permitted to write on the cards if they desire. However, you should request

that they try to place the cards in order based upon the word descriptions rather than by

creation of an algorithm based upon the level numbers. Occasionally, the data have the

appearance of having been generated by application of an algorithm, and marks on the cards

usually support this observation.

5. Talking is permitted during the session, but you should request that they express their own

opinion in their ordering rather than attempting to develop a consensus sort.

6. It should be pointed out that the cards have letters on the back which have been randomly

assigned. The deck is placed in alphabetical order so that all subjects have the same starting

configuration. The subjects should be warned against trying to use the letters as indicators

of which is higher or lower.

7. A good conscientious effort usually takes at least 20 minutes and may take as long as an

hour. Be suspicious of not convincing the subject of the importance of the sort if he/she

finishes too quickly.

8. In some instances, a subject's card sort may contain an unacceptable number of axiom test

violations, as described in Section 2.3.2 and to be described in Section 2.5.3. In the event

of this occurrence, there are two alternatives. First, if the subject's data exhibit an identi-

fiable pattern (such as Mental Effort Load most important, Time Load second-most impor-

tant, and Psychological Stress least important) but an unacceptable number of axiom test

violations, it is possible that when this subject's data are averaged with others, the group

errors will be acceptable due to the strength of multiple subjects. However, if this is not the

case, another sort may be needed. It is important that the subject not feel that his/her sort
was "wrong," but that since this is a communication process, there was a possible break-

down in the exchange of information (emphasize that you may not have explained the task
very well). Then, reiterate the main points and try to elicit questions from the subject

before starting the new card sort. It is advisable that the additional sorts be performed

one-on-one, rather than in groups.
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If the errors are not too numerous or if another sort is not possible due to study constraints,
it may be possible to reach an acceptable solution through the use of paired comparisons.
In this approach, subjects are presented with pairs of cards which violated the predominant
rule in their sort and asked to compare each pair independently by stating which of the two
is higher in workload. Typically, these pairs are indicated by violations of the indepen-
dence axiom. A complete listing of the violations can be obtained from the program (see
Appendix F for more information). In this manner, it is possible to assess whether the
violations were simply inadvertent or the subject actually was giving contradictory infor-
mation. If the subject follows a certain pattern, he/she may be placed in the appropriate
prototype group. If not, additional instructions and possibly an entire new sort may be
necessary.

2.5. CARD SORT ANALYSIS

2.5.1.

The card sort analysis is performed to accomplish two objectives. First of all, the conjoint measure-
ment algorithm performs the axiom tests to assess the validity of an additive model for the data.
Secondly, the scaling algorithms produce interval-level rescaled values for each of the levels of the
three dimensions. This is accomplished by using the microcomputer based software. The next
two sections describe information concerning prototyping and a sample data analysis section for
instructional purposes. Appendix F contains detailed instructions for program operation and is
designed to be a reference guide for using the program.

2.5.2. Prttyig

One of the unique aspects of SWAT is what is known as prototyping. Prototyping refers to a
procedure of stratifying the subjects into homogeneous groups based on their perceptions of the
relative importance of the three dimensions included in SWAT. The Prototype screen displays the
results of how the individual subjects prototype. A subject who prototypes "time" considers the
Time Load dimension to contribute the heaviest to his perception of workload. A subject who
prototypes "stress" would consider the Psychological Stress Load dimension to contribute the
heaviest. These are just two examples of the three "main" prototyping groups, The six "possible"
groups are listed in the output as TES, TSE, ETS, EST, SET, and STE.

0
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To calculate prototype group membership, every subject's data are correlated against the six differ-
ent strings of data that represent these respective prototype groups, which are presented in Table 1.
The pattern of correlation coefficients of the six groups determines to which group a subject
belongs. As shown in Table 2, subject No. 1 correlates the highest with SET and STE and so he
is considered a stress subject. In this manner, nearly every subject can be labeled as either a time,
effort, or stress subject. A more detailed description of this procedure can be found in Reid,
Eggemeier, and Nygren (1982). While a large majority of subjects normally fall into one of the
three "main" prototypes, this is not always the case. For some subjects, as with subject No. 4 in
Table 2, the two highest correlation coefficients do not both point to a single prototype group. For
this subject, the highest correlation is with TES, but the second highest correlation is with ETS.
Stress is clearly the least important of the three dimensions, but time is not clearly the most impor-
tant. In this situation, the subject would be considered to belong to a time/effort prototype group,
For this occurrence, the experimenter may wish to create a fourth prototype group and generate a
separate scale for this group, or the experimenter may choose to place the T/E subject into which-
ever one of the three main groups seems to best fit the data. These choices are subjective, and the
value of the correlation coefficients and the number of T/E subjects should both be considered.

For simplicity, the remaining discussion will only consider the three main prototypes, At this
point, it is important to note the three methods for handling the data and creating the final SWAT
scale: 0

1. Croup Scaling Solution: The data from all subjects will be averaged together, and the con-
joint scaling algorithm will derive the scale from this average.

2. Prototyped Scaling Solution: Subjects are prototyped as either time, effort, or stress sub-
jects, and each of these three homogeneous groups then has its own SWAT scale. The
investigator may override the automatic selection of prototypes and create as many proto-
type groups or reassign a subject to a prototype as is considered necessary.

3. Individual Scaling Solution: Each subject's data are analyzed separately and a SWAT scale
is derived for each subject individually.

The criteria for deriving either a group scaling solution or a prototyped scaling solution is based
upon the value of the Kendall's Coefficient of Concordance which is listed immediately before the
prototyping section. This coefficient is an index of the degree of intersubject agreement within the
card sort. Our experience indicates that a value of approximately .75 and above indicates a rela-

tively homogeneous group of subjects, ,. I only one scaling solution is necessary to capture the
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TABLE 1. RANK ORDERING OF THE SIX PROTOTYPE GROUPS AS IDENTIFIED BY
THE RANDOMLY ASSIGNED LETrERS ON THE SWAT CARD DECK

TES TSE ETS ES'T SET STE

N 1 1 1 1 1 1
B 2 4 2 4 10 10
W 3 7 3 7 19 19
F 4 2 10 10 4 2
J 5 5 11 13 13 11
C 6 8 12 16 22 20
X 7 3 19 19 7 3
S 8 6 20 22 16 12
M 9 9 21 25 25 21
U 10 10 4 2 2 4
a 11 13 5 5 11 13
Z 12 16 6 8 20 22
V 13 11 13 11 5 5
Q 14 14 14 14 14 14
7z 15 17 15 17 23 23
K 16 12 22 20 8 6
E 17 15 23 23 17 15
R 18 18 24 26 26 24
H 19 19 7 3 3 7
P 20 22 8 6 12 16
D 21 25 9 9 21 25
Y 22 20 16 12 6 8
A 23 23 17 15 15 17
0 24 26 18 18 24 26
L 25 21 25 21 9 9
T 26 24 26 24 18 18
I 27 27 27 27 27 27

TABLE 2. PROTOTYPE ANALYSIS OF SWAT CARD SORT DATA (SPEARMAN RANK

CORRELATION, RS, FOR EACH PROTOTYPE)

Subject TES TSE ETS EST SET STE

No. 1 RS 0.62 0,65 0,67 0,72 0.81* 0.79**
No. 2 0.86** 0.88* 0.69 0.65 0.72 0.77
No, 3 0,68 0.80 0.44 0.48 0.84** 0.92*
No. 4 0.81* 0.77 0,80** 0.76 0.67 0.68

*Highest correlation.
**Second highest correlation.
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subjects' composite view of workload. A Kendall's Coefficient below .75 usually requires that a

separate scaling solution be developed for each of the three main prototype groups, and sometimes ,

for additional groups as previously described. This is needed in order to capture the differential

weighting of the three SWAT dimensions that the groups have revealed through their ordering of

the descriptor combinations in the card sort procedure.

To determine which method is appropriate for developing the scaling solution, the data must be

analyzed using the SWAT program, If the Kendall's Coefficient is .75 or higher, then the scale

from that group run may be used with all subjects. If the Kendall's Coefficient is below .75, the

subjects should be prototyped as either time, effort, or stress. The appropriate options must be

selected on the Program Setup screen in order to produce the required scaling solutions. This pro-

cedure will be described with an example in the next section.

2.5.3. Samnle Data Analysis

This section will describe the analysis for the sample data set which is included on the SWAT disk.

The name of this file is "TEST.DAT." To use this file, it should be copied over to disk drive B

before beginning operation. The program disk should be in disk drive A or copied over to a hard

disk. This sample data file includes data for 12 subjects that can be used to test the program and as

a tutorial on program operatiun. Throughout this section, emphasis will be on interpreting the

analysis. Refer to Appendix F for procedural guidance, if necessary. Appendix F provides

detailed information on each of the menus and screens encountered in an analysis. For the novice

user, these two sections should probably be used in tandem. It is suggested that these data be

entered in another data file for practice in using the program and the results compared with the

enclosed figures, since it is essential to become familiar with the data entry procedures. Alterna-

tively, the enclosed file may be retrieved and used for tutorial purposes. In either approach, the

results can be compared with the subsequent figures to assure proper program functioning.

To begin operation, type "SWATPRGM." If this is the first time the program has been used, the

Equipment Specification screen will appear, After making the appropriate selections for the system

being used, the Main Menu will appear. For a new data file, enter the appropriate information on

the Main Menu, making sure to enter a file name different than "TEST.DAT." This infomiation

will be saved for future reference when the data are saved. To use "TEST.DAT" which exists on

disk, bypass all information on the Main Menu screen by entering all RETURN's except for the

file name. For this case, enter "TEST.DAT" as the file name. The program will ask whether you

want to work with the existing file, to which you should answer "yes." This sequence is presented
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in Figure 1. After responding "yes," the information which was previously saved will appear on

this screen, as shown in Figure 2.

******* COMMENTS AND MAIN MENU *******

TODAY'S DATE:
(mm/dd/yy)

STUDY NAME: FILE NAME:text

(20 CHARACTERS MAX) (8 CHARS. MAX)

NUMBER OF SUBJECTS:

COMMENT:
COMMENT:
COMMENT:

WARNING
FILE Attest EXISTS
Work with the existing file (y/n) ?

** USE A SEPARATE DATA DISK FOR EACH STUDY **

Figure 1. Comments and Main Menu for Sample Data Set Indicating Utilization of an Existing File

******* COMMENTS AND MAIN MENU *****

TODAY'S DATE: 02/26/87
(mm/dd/yy)

STUDY NAMEisample data FILE NAMEttest
(20 CHARACTERS MAX) (8 CHARS. MAX)

NUMBER OF SUBJECTS:12

COMMENTiThim in a sample data not included with the SWAT program
COMMENTito demonstrate the procedures tor performing conjoint
COMMENT:analyusiu Refer to the User'u Guide for inutructionm.

MAIN
MENU

F1 EDIT COMMENTS F4 EQUIPMENT SPECIFICATION
F2 DATA ENTRY F5 END THE PROGRAM
F3 PROGRAM SETUP

MAKE A SELECTION:

Figure 2. Comments and Main Menu Displaying Previously Saved Information
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In most applications, the first task is to enter data. The Data Entry screen is obtained by entering

an F2. When creating a new data set, enter F2 to begin entering data (refer to Appendix F for a

complete description of the data entry features). Whether creating a new data file or using

"TEST.DAT," after entering data the Data Entry screen should match that of Figure 3. One

valuable feature of this program is a data checking algorithm which is invoked as you exit from

entering/editing data. To demonstrate this when using "TEST.DAT," enter F2 to enter/edit and

then enter an F1 to exit from entering data. As you see, there is a possible error in one of the sub-

jects' data. Typically, it is easier to proof the data by printing it out so that the entire data set can be

viewed at once, The entire data set as it should appear by printing it out is presented in Figure 4.

Press F3 to print the data and find the error. As a rule for checking data, no matter what order the

data are in, every number 1 through 27 should appear only once, and there should be no numbers

out of this range. Once you have spotted the error, go back into the data set and make the correc-

tion. Then, as after any changes, save the data set.

At this point you can go directly to the Program Setup screen (F4). The first analyses typically per-

formed are the pr,0otype correlations and Kendall's Coefficient of Concordaice. The results of

these will dictate the direction of further analyses. Choose a "1" on the Program Setup screen and

proceed. The results of the prototype correlations and Kendall's coefficient are presented in Fig-

tire 5. This screen Indicates several important points, First of all, a single group scale would not

be appropriate since the Kendall's Coefficient of Concordance is ,7380, below the criterion of .75.

Secondly, it indicates a potential problem with the effort group. There are only two subjects with

highest correlations in the effort group, and their correlations are not very high. Generally a sub-

ject with a highest correlation below .80 is cause for further investigation, especially if he/she is in

a small group of subjects.

To investigate further, return to the Program Setup screen and choose No. 4, Prototype Axioms, to

assess the appropriateness of an additive model on the three groups separately. The results of the

axiom tests are presented in Figures 6, 7, and 8. The summary of axiom violations for the time

group, as depicted in Figure 6, indicates very good agreement with only a maximum of seven viola-

tions for joint independence. In general, the criterion for either independence or joint independence

is 20 failures. Enter F1 to go to the next prototype group and display the results for the effort

group. As indicated in Figure 7, the correlations for these two subjects do not reach the criterion

for acceptance of the analysis. Based on this information, it is advisable to investigate each of

these two subjects individually. Before doing that, however, examine the axiom test results for the

stress group. As presented in Figure 8, there are no axiom violations for this group,

0
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12 SUBJECTS

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 1 10
111 N 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00
112 8 7.00 2.00 10.00 2.00 10,00 4.00 10.00 3.00 2.00 2.00
113 W 10.00 8,00 19.00 3.00 19.00 6.00 19.00 7.00 3,00 4,00
121 F 5.00 3,00 4.00 6.00 2,00 3.00 2.00 6.00 4.00 3,00
122 J 12.00 9.00 13.00 5.00 11.00 5.00 11.00 11.00 5.00 5,00
123 C 9.00 10.00 22.00 4.00 20.00 18.00 20.00 22.00 8,00 7.00
131 X 6.00 12,00 7.00 7.00 3.00 8.00 3.00 8.00 6.00 6.00
132 S 8,00 11,00 16,00 8.00 12.00 12,00 12.00 12.00 7.00 10.00
133 M 21.00 23,00 25.00 9.00 21.00 16.00 23.00 23.00 9.00 12.00
211 U 2.00 4.00 2.00 10.00 4.00 2.00 4.00 2.00 10.00 8.00
212 0 3.00 5.00 11.00 11.00 13.00 9.00 13.00 5.00 12.00 9.00
213 Z 15.00 13.00 20.00 12.00 22,00 20.00 21.00 13.00 13.00 13.00
221 V 4.00 6.00 5.00 13.00 5.00 7.00 5.00 9.00 11.00 13,00
222 Q 13.00 14.00 14.00 14.00 14.00 11.00 14.00 20.00 14.00 14.00
223 ZZ 14.00 15.00 23.00 15.00 23.00 25.00 22.00 14,00 15.00 18,00
231 K 11.00 16.00 8,00 16.00 6.00 10.00 7,00 10.00 16.00 16.00
232 E 25.00 17.00 17.00 17.00 15.00 15.00 16,00 21,00 17.00 19,00
233 R 20.00 24.00 26.00 18.00 24,00 21.00 24.00 26.00 18. 00 22,00
311 H 16.00 7.00 3.00 19.00 7.00 13.00 6.00 4.00 19. 00 15, 00
312 P 17.00 18.00 12,00 20.00 16.00 17.00 15.00 15.00 20.00 17.00
313 D 19.00 25.00 21.00 21.00 25.00 23.00 25.00 19, P0 24.00 23.00
321 Y 23,ý0 19.00 6.00 22.00 8.00 14.00 8,00 17.00 21.00 20,00
322 A 18,00 20.00 15.00 23.00 17.00 19.00 17.00 16.00 22.00 21.00
323 0 26,00 26.00 24.00 24.00 26.00 26.00 26.00 24.00 25.00 26.00
331 L 22.00 21.00 9.00 25.00 9.00 22.00 9.00 18.00 20.00 24.00
332 T 24,00 22.00 18.00 26.00 18.00 24.00 18.00 25.00 26.00 25.00
333 I 27.00 27.00 27.00 27.00 27.00 27.00 27.00 27.00 27.00 27,00

111 N 1,00 8.00
112 S 10.00 5.00
113 W 19.00 6.00
12 1 F 2.00 4.00
122 3 11.00 14.00
123 C 20.00 22.00
131 X 3.00 17.00
132 S 12.00 12.00
133 M 21.00 25.00
211 U 4.00 7.00
212 G 13.00 3.00
213 2 2.1.00 16.00
221 V 5.00 2.00
222 V 14,00 13,00
223 z2 23.00 11.00
231 K 6.00 20.00

1-'. 1 ,. 00 19.00
R.' 1 24.00 23:1. 00

211 H 7. 00 -,. .0
:1. I .00 10.00

Ov, I B. 00
.i 1 ,.,00 1 00

YA 0/0 11..00

I t i. 00 .,4 00. V. 00 0,. 0

. I. . . 7... . . .. . . . ... ...

Figure 4, Printout of Entire Data Set O
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'"*a** SUMMARY OF AXIOM VIOLATIONS ******

PROTOTYPE ANALYSIS
TIME PROTOTYPE

INDEPENDENCE
T INDEPENDENT OF E AND S a 0. FAILURES OUT OF 108 TESTS
E INDEPENDENT OF T AND S a 0. FAILURES OUT OF 108 TESTS
S INDEPENDENT OF T AND E a 0. FAILURES OUT OF 108 TESTS

DOUBLE CANCELLATION
DOUBLE CANCELLATION IN T x E a 0. FAILURES OUT OF 3 TESTS
DOUBLE CANCELLATION IN E x S a 1. FAILURES OUT OF 2 TESTS
DOUBLE CANCELLATION IN S x T - 0. FAILURES OUT OF 3 TESTS

JOINT INDEPENDENCE
T x E INDEPENDENT OF S a 2. FAILURES OUT OF 108 TESTS
E x S INDEPENDENT OF T a 7. FAILURES OUT OF 108 TESTS
S x T INDEPENDENT OF E a 2. FAILURES OUT OF 108 TESTS

OPTIONS - PROTOTYPES
F1 GOTO NEXT PROTOYPE
F2 GO TO NEXT OPTION CHOSEN IN PROGRAM SETUP
F3 PRINT SUMMARY OF AXIOM VIOLATIONS
F4 PRINT COMPLETE AXIOM HISTORY

ESC MAIN MENU

Figure 6. Summary of Axiom Violations for the Six Time Prototype Subjects
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****ww* SUMMARY OF AXIOM VIOLATIONS *******

PROTOTYPE ANALYSIS
EFFORT PROTOTYPE

INDEPENDENCE
T INDEPENDENT OF E AND S m 28. FAILURES OUT OF 108 TESTS
E INDEPENDENT OF T AND S a 16. FAILURES OUT OF 108 TESTS
S INDEPENDENT OF T AND E w 26. FAILURES OUT OF 108 TESTS

DOUBLE CANCELLATION
DOUBLE CANCELLATION IN T x E a 1. FAILURES OUT OF 2 TESTS
DOUBLE CANCELLATION IN E x S a 1. FAILURES OUT OF 2 TESTS
DOUBLE CANCELLATION IN S x T a 0. FAILURES OUT OF 0 TESTS

JOINT INDEPENDENCE
T x E INDEPENDENT OF S a 23. FAILURES OUT OF 108 TESTS
E x S INDEPENDENT OF T = 21. FAILURES OUT OF 108 TESTS
S x T INDEPENDENT OF E a 30. FAILURES OUT OF 108 TESTS

OPTIONS - PROTOTYPES
Fl GOTO NEXT PROTOYPE
F2 GO TO NEXT OPTION CHOSEN IN PROGRAM SETUP
F3 PRINT SUMMARY OF AXIOM VIOLATIONS
F4 PRINT COMPLETE AXIOM HISTORY

ESC MAIN MENU

Figure 7. Summary of Axiom Violations for thel'wo Effort Prototype Subjects
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**..*** SUMMARY OF AXIOM VIOLATIONS ******

PROTOTYPE ANALYSIS
STRESS PROTOTYPE

INDEPENDENCE
T INDEPENDENT OF E AND S w 0. FAILURES OUT OF 108 TESTS

E INDEPENDENT OF T AND S a 0. FAILURES OUT OF 108 TESTS

S INDEPENDENT OF T AND E a 0. FAILURES OUT OF 108 TESTS
DOUBLE CANCELLATION

DOUBLE CANCELLATION IN T x E a 0. FAILURES OUT OF 3 TESTS

DOUBLE CANCELLATION IN E x S x 0. FAILURES OUT OF 3 TESTS

DOUBLE CANCELLATION IN S x T a 0. FAILURES OUT OF 3 TESTS

JOINT INDEPENDENCE
T x E INDEPENDENT OF S * 0. FAILURES OUT OF 108 TESTS

E x S INDEPENDENT OF T - 0. FAILURES OUT OF 108 TESTS

S x T INDEPENDENT 0," E a 0. FAILURES OUT OF 108 TESTS

OPTIONS - PROTOTYPES
Fl GOTO NEXT PROTOYPE
F2 GO TO NEXT OPTION CHOSEN IN PROGRAM SETUP

F3 PRINT SUMMARY OF AXIOM VIOLATIONS
F4 PRINT COMPLETE AXIOM HISTORY

ESC MAIN MENU

Figure 8. Summary of Axiom Violations for the Four Stress Prototype Subjects S
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Return to the Program Setup screen and choose No. 6, Individual Axioms, to investigate subjects

No. 8 and No. 12 individually. Choose these two subjects on the subject selection menu and pro-

ceed, Figure 9 shows the axiom violations for subject No. 8 and indicates that the analysis for this

subject falls right on the border of acceptability, Pressing F1 will display axiom information for

subject No. 12, as in Figure 10. This analysis far exceeds the criterion of axiom violations, as indi-

cated by a maximum of 40 violations. Now the question is how do we develop a scale for these

two subjects.

An additive solution definitely is not feasible to represent subject No. 12's data; therefore, this sub-

ject would either have to be dropped from the study or asked to provide additional iformation.

Refer back to Section 2.4.3 for further information on handling this type of problem. However,

even though there is considerable inconsistency in subject No. 8's ordering, an additive model will

appropriately represent this data set. The only problem is that if No. 12 is dropped, this leaves

No. 8 alone in the effort group. Typically, the goal is to try to have as many subjects in a group as

possible, since averaging tends to eliminate any random error that may be present in the data. How-

ever, referring back to Figure 5 indicates that No. 8 had an equally high correlation with the stress

group, which suggests the solution of changing his/her prototype membership to stress and

repeating the analysis. Figure 11 indicates the procedure for doing this. Return to the Prototype

Correlations screen and enter Fl to change the prototype. Do this by moving the cursor to the

desired subject and entering the proper letter. To exclude a subject, enter an "L" as the prototype

group. Notice that subject No. 12 has bw.n excluded by this technique, Upon pressing FI again,

the program will recalculate the Kendall's Coefficient and the correlations, as indicated by Fig-

ure 12. As is evident in this figure, the Kendall's increased to .758 with the deletion of No. 12

(the group Kendall's does not change by changing prototype group as for subject No. 8).

After changing the groupings, there are two other aspects which need to he checked. First of all,

the Kendall's Coefficient for each of the prototype groups (in this case only time and stress) should

be calculated. The procedure for doing this is as just described; delete all subjects which are not in

a particular prototype group. The results for the time group are shown in Figure 13. This figure

indicates a Kendall's of .8835, well above the criterion. Similarly for the stress group, Figure 14

shows that the Kendall's is .9119. Secondly, since subject No. 8 has been added to the stress

group, the axiom violations for this new group should be checked. This is done by selecting "4"

on the Program Setup screen. As presented in Figure 15, adding this extra subject only slightly

changes the axiom violations, and the solution for this group is certainly still acceptable.

0
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S

*~***** SUMMARY OF AXIOM VIOLATIONS *****

INDIVIDUAL ANALYSIS
SUBJECT # 8

INDEPENDENCE
T INDEPENDENT OF E AND S = 16. FAILURES OUT OF 108 TESTS
E INDEPENDENT OF T AND S = 0. FAILURES OUT OF 108 TESTS
S INDEPENDENT OF T AND E n 16. FAILURES OUT OF 108 TESTS

DOUBLE CANCELLATION
DOUBLE CANCELLATION IN T x E n 1. FAILURES OUT OF 2 TESTS
DOUBLE CANCELLATION IN C x S m 2. FAILURES OUT OF 2 TESTS
DOUBLE CANCELLATION IN S x T = 0. FAILURES OUT OF I TESTS

JOINT INDEPENDENCE
T x E INDEPENDENT OF S = 14. FAILURES OUT OF 108 TESTS
E x S INDEPENDENT OF T a 12. FAILURES OUT OF 108 TESTS
S x T INDEPENDENT OF E = 14. FAILURES OUT OF 108 TESTS S

OPTIONS - INDIVIDUAL
Fl GO TO NEXT INDIVIDUAL
F2 GO TO NEXT OPTION CHOSEN IN PROGRAM SETUP
F3 PRINT SUMMARY OF AXIOM VIOLATIONS
F4 PRINT COMPLETE AXIOM HISTORY

ESC MAIN MENU

S
Figure 9. Summary of Axiom Violations for Su ject No. 8--Individually
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"•'*a*** SUMMARY OF AXIOM VIOLATIONS *****

INDIVIDUAL ANALYSIS
SUBJECT # 12

INDEPENDENCE
T INDEPENDENT OF E AND S a 34. FAILURES OUT OF 108 TESTS
E INDEPENDENT OF T AND S w 34. FAILURES OUT OF 108 TESTS
S INDEPENDENT OF T AND E - 36. FAILURES OUT OF 108 TESTS

DOUBLE CANCELLATION
DOUBLE CANCELLATION IN T x E a 0. FAILURES OUT OF I TESTS
DOUBLE CANCELLATION IN E x S s 2. FAILURES OUT OF 2 TESTS
DOUBLE CANCELLATION IN S x T a 0. FAILURES OUT OF 0 TESTS

JOINT INDEPENDENCE
T x E INDEPENDENT OF S - 36. FAILURES OUT OF 108 TESTS
E x S INDEPENDENT OF T w 18. FAILURES OUT OF 108 TESTS
S x T INDEPENDENT OF E a 40. FAILURES OUT OF 108 TESTS0

OPTIONS - INDIVIDUAL
F1 GO TO NEXT INDIVIDUAL
F2 GO TO NEXT OPTION CHOSEN IN PROGRAM SETUP
F3 PRINT SUMMARY OF AXIOM VIOLATIONS
F4 PRINT COMPLETE AXIOM HISTORY

ESC MAIN MENU

Figure 10. Summary of Axiom Violations for Subject No, 12--Individually
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0

****** SUMMARY OF AXIOM VIOLATIONS *****

PROTOTYPE ANALYSIS
STRESS PROTOTYPE

INDEPENDENCE
T INDEPENDENT OF E AND S 0 0. FAILURES OUT OF 108 TESTS

E INDEPENDENT OF T AND S a 0. FAILURES OUT OF 108 TESTS

S INDEPENDENT OF T AND E a 0. FAILURES OUT OF 108 TESTS

DOUBLE CANCELLATION
DOUBLE CANCELLATION IN T x E a 1. FAILURES OUT OF 2 TESTS

DOUBLE CANCELLATION IN E x S w 0. FAILURES OUT OF 3 TESTS

DOUBLE CANCELLATION IN S x T w 0. FAILURES OUT OF 3 TESTS

JOINT INDEPENDENCE
T x E INDEPENDENT OF S a 8. FAILURES OUT OF 108 TESTS

E x S INDEPENDENT OF T v 0. FAILURES OUT OF 108 TESTS
S x T INDEPENDENT OF E a 0. FAILURES OUT OF 108 TESTS 0

OPTIONS - PROTOTYPES
F1 GOTO NEXT PROTOYPE
F2 GO TO NEXT OPTION CHOSEN IN PROGRAM SETUP

F3 PRINT SUMMARY OF AXIOM VIOLATIONS
F4 PRINT COMPLETE AXIOM HISTORY

ESC MAIN MENU

Figure 15. Summary of Axiom Violations for the Modified Stress Prototype Group
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Now that all of the potential problems have been addressed, scaling solutions can be generated for

the prototype groups. Make sure to maintain the suggested prototypes as described above (subject

No. 8 as a stress and subject No. 12 omitted). Then, select "5" on the Program Setup screen to

obtain scaling solutions for the two prototype groups. The Scaling Information screen should

appear as in Figure 16 for the time group and as in Figure 17 for the stress group. Selecting F2
will print the vital information for permanent record of the solutions, These values should be used
(for the appropriate subjects) as the workload levels for the corresponding ratings from the Event

Scoring phase. Event Scoring will be described in more detail in the next section. A similar pro-

cedure should be followed for every group of card sort data. While the exact approach will vary

for each group, this general framework should prove successful.
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Section 3

EVENT SCORING

3.1. INTRODUCTION

The second phase of SWAT, Event Scoring, is the experiment or situation that the investigator is

interested in evaluating for workload. In this situation, a subject performs a task and the investi-

gator obtains information about the amount of workload associated with task accomplishment.

When SWAT is used, this type of information is obtained by applying the same set of descriptors

that the subject has become familiar with during the Scale Development phase. After completion of

a task or task segment, the subject is asked to give a rating for Time Load, Mental Effort Load, and

Psychological Stress Load. The subject responds by giving either a 1, 2, or 3 for each of the three

dimensions. The three levels are defined in the same way that they were for the composition of the

cards used in Scale Development. The difference is that, in the Scale Development phase, the sub-

ject had to recall some event from his or her past experiences for which the particular combination

of descriptors was representative, On the other hand, in the Event Scoring phase, the subject

experiences the event (task) and must select the correct set of descriptors that describes the work-

load created by the event.

If a considerable amount of' time has elapsed between the Scale Development (card sort) and the

study, it is important to provide refresher instructions to reacquaint the subjects with the descrip-

tors that are used to rate the events during the experiment. An example of refresher instructions is
included in Appendix 0. Also included in Appendix G is a "SWAT Dimensions" card, Copies of

this card may be used by subjects as a quick reference card during event scoring. If experimental

conditions do not permit a subject to refer to the card at the time of giving event ratings, the card

can be used as a last minute refresher just prior to beginning the experiment.

When referring to the SWAT dimensions or obtaining ratings on the dimensions, the order of Time

Load, Mental Effort Load, and Psychological Stress Load should always be maintained, This

convention has been established in order to minimize the mental load associated with communi-
cating about the dimensions, Such standardization allows the subjects to devote less attention to

deciding which dimension to evaluate first, second, and third, thereby reducing the chances of the

rating task being intrusive on primary task performance. Acton and Colic (1984) addressed the
issue of order effects by investigating the relationship between dimension order and ratings, They

found that the interaction between order of dimensions used to obtain ratings and the workload

level presented to the subject was not statistically significant, This result can be interpreted to indi-

cate that the order of presentation of dimensions does not affect the ratings assigned to task levels.
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.3.2. TASK DEFINITION

3.2.1. 1.h rt et

Experiments in the laboratory are generally divided into a series of trials, It is then a simple matter
to obtain ratings between trials, The exact method of obtaining the ratings may vary to fit the con-
straints of each experiment. Ratings may be spoken, written, or entered into the experimental
apparatus. The cue for when the subject is to respond may be provided by the experimenter or
automatically presented by the apparatus, Since laboratory tasks tend to be abstractions of "real-
world" tasks, it is important to give subjects enough training in the range of tasks to be used in the
experiment so that he or she has some idea of the meaning of the various levels of the task. Prac-
tice in giving ratings should also be given to eliminate interference or erratic ratings due to unfamili-
arity with the experimental procedures.

3.2.2. Operational Evaluations

Operational evaluations generally do not have the convenient break characteristic of laboratory
trials. Operational tasks are generally continuous; in many cases, the evaluation will last several
hours, In these cases, component tasks or subtasks will most likely be of interest to the investi-
gator, The investigator should identify the subtasks of interest through either a formal or informal
task analysis. Tasks should be identified in a way that is meaningful to the operators to facilitate
their ability in identifying the task that they are trying to evaluate, In other words, a pilot would
have very little problem in relating to the kind of load he was under from the time he passed the
middle marker to touchdown, while he would have a very difficult time relating what kind of load
he was under for 3 minutes after being presented a tone. One weakness in selecting the tasks for
operational meaningfulness is that each of the tasks may have a different duration, In the previous
example, the landing task might have a duiation of approximately 45 ,econds while lift off to
passing through 10,(X)0 feet might be over 10 minutes. Some psychometricians would say that,
because of the difference in duration, measures of these tasks are not comparable. While there is
undoubtedly noise injected into these data due to this difference, such noise very likely is less

severe than the noise injected by artificially segmenting "real-world" tasks. As in laboratory tasks,

ratings can be obtained either verbally or through some automated data collection process. Like-

wise, the cue to prompt the subject to give a rating can be either an inquiry by the experimenter or a
signal of some type that is under equipment control. In some cases, there aire capabilities inherent

in the operational equipment that can be adapted to this purpose.

0
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A primary concern in operational tests is to obtain data without interfering with the operator's abil-

ity to perform the task. Most likely, if the entire complex task or job is considered, a very large

number of task segments will exist. If th'e investigator requires a response for every identifiable

task segment, then the objective of not interfering with the operator's task performance will proba-

bly not be attained. Therefore, it is important for the investigator to identify the crucial segments to

provide the needed data. This may include some "standard" events as well as the events where

task overload is suspected. It should be remembered that, at least at this time, the measurement of
workload can be attained only in a relative sense. In other words, if we take measurements, we

can say that Task A has a workload of 88, while Task B has a workload of 37, for instance, Con-

sequently, we are able to state which task has the highest workload and with certain measurement

tools (SWAT, for example) we can say how much more workload one task has than the other.

This relative nature of the current measurement tools requires the use of a comparison or baseline

task. For example, if the investigator is concerned that the use of a particular automatic landing sys-

tem has an excessive workload associated with its use then data might also be collected employing

a system that is already in service. It is asstimed that the new system would have increased capa-

bilities associated with it but the increased capability could also place increased demands upon the
operator. Data that are descriptive of the current system would give system designers and evalua-

tors the information necessary to trade off cost against increased capability, Clearly the investiga-

tor must be careful in these kinds of evaluations to equate training to the maximum degree possible.
Another aspect of attempting to remain unintrusive pertains to when the ratings must be obtained

relative to the segment of interest, What is generally known about the fallibility of the human mem-

ory would seem to suggest that ratings should be taken as close to the event being rated as possi-

ble, If, for example, the investigator desires to obtain data on the aircraft approach task, he might

want to obtain ratings as the aircraft passes the outer marker, the middle marker, and at touch-

down. However, operational constraints or safety of flight considerations might preclude

obtaining ratings at each of these points and may dictate that this recommendation be altered, One
way that might be considered in attempting to get data in these kinds of demanding situations is to

give the operator the option of not responding. The operator could be instructed to omit the

response any time that workload is so high that to attempt a response would interfere with task

performance. Then, for every task segment that the operator failed to rate, the investigator would

enter a 3,3,3 or I(X) in the data matrix since the operator was at the defined maximum workload

level,

An alternative approach to this problem would be to delay data collection until a convenicvt break,

In the example, the three ratings for the landing might all be taken after the airplane has finished the

landing roll and the pilot has taxied off the active runway. This approach suggests the question,

how long can the investigator wait to obtain the ratings?
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Several investigations have been directed toward answering this question. Eggemeier, Crabtree,

and LaPointe \1983) found that SWAT ratings delayed 15 minutes after completing a short-term
0 memory task did not differ significantly from immediate ratings. Eggerneier, Melville, and

Crabtree (1984) investigated the effect of an intervening task on delayed SWAT ratings in a short-
term memory task. Their results indicate that, while there was not a significant effect of a
14-minute delay or intervening task on SWAT ratings, there was a tendency for ratings to be
affected by performing a very difficult intervening task. Notestine (1984) found that a delay of
30 minutes did not significantly affect SWAT ratings in a probability monitoring task. In these last
two experiments, however, subjects tended to report lower SWAT ratigs after a delay than imme-
diately after task completion. In many situations, such as some flight tests, it may be necessary to
obtain all of the data after the entire task or mission has been completed, In these debriefing ses-
sions, questionnaires are frequently used to obtain operator opinion data. If the ratings MUST be
obtained post hoc, the best prompts available should be used to help the operator recall what he/she
was experiencing at the moment of interest (Arbak, Shew, and Simons, 1984). In some cases, the
operators have been shown videotapes of the events and asked to give the ratings in this prompted
post hoc fashion. This approach is probably the best of these prompts. If the investigator remem-
bers to obtain the baseline tasks in the same manner, then whatever effect on the ratings that exist
that might be attributable to the post hoc rating approach is a constant across all tasks and, thus,
will not affect the relative standing. However, the investigator should remember how the data

were obtained when interpreting the data.

3.3. DATA ANALYSIS

After the event scoring phase has been completed and all ratings have been obtained, rescaled

values for each of the ratings must be assigned. These rescaled values were generated by the scale
development phase as described earlier. When assigning rescaled values, it is imperative that the
appropriate scale be used for each individual. If a single group solution was deemed appropriate, it

may be used for all of the subjects.

However, if subgroup or individual solutions were necessary, the proper scaling solution must be
uscd for each subject (eg., if subject No. 1 is a time prototype subject and prototype group solu-

tions are being used, then use the scaling solution for the time group in assigning subject No. l's

rescaled values).

As an example of this procedure, suppose that a given task contained ten events for which SWAT
ratings were obtained. For simplicity, only a single subject will be described. !`or the first event,
the subject was under moderate time pressure, had a moderate amount of memorv deniands and
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calculations, and very little psychological stress load. This subject most likely would give the three

dimensions ratings of 2, 2, and 1, respectively. During scale development, this combination of

levels could have been assigned a scale value of, for example, 14.1 based on the position of the

2-2-1 combination relative to all of the other 26 combinations represented in the card deck. Now

that this combination has been selected as being descriptive of the experienced event, the 14.1 is

entered into the investigator's data matrix as the workload scale value associated with performance

of that event, by that subject, under that set of conditions. Table 3 graphically demonstrates how

rescaled values are assigned to ratings. Based on this example, event number one for this subject

would be assigned a value of 14.1. Similarly, event number two would be assigned a rescaled

value of 57.9, event number three would receive a rescaled value of 0, and so on until all ratings
have been assigned rescaled values. From this point on, data analysis is situation specific and will

conform to the type of experiment being conducted.

TABLE 3. EXAMPLE OF HOW TO ASSIGN A RESCALED VALUE TO A
SUBJECTS GIVEN RATING

Event SWAT Scale
Event Rating Card Combination Rescaled Value

1 2-2-1 I11 0.0
2 2-1- 112 24.4
3 1.1-1 113 51.4
4 3-1-2 121 7.6
5 1-3-3 122 32.0
6 2-3-1 123 59.0
7 2-1-2 131 27.7
8 1-2-2 132 52.1
9 3-3-3 133 79.1

10 3-2-1 211 6.5
212 30.9
213 57.9
221 14.1
222 38.5
223 65.5
231 34.2
233 85.6
311 20.9
312 45.2
313 72.3
321 28.5
322 52.9
323 79.9
331 48.6
332 73.0
333 100.0

0
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Section 4

SUMMARY

If reviewed in its entirety, this user's guide should provide: (1) an overview of the tenet of mental
workload; (2) a step-by-step description of how to implement SWAT as a measurement tool; and

(3) step-by-step instructions for running the analysis software. The additional information on the
conjoint measurement model including axiom testing and scaling was introduced to provide the
technical background and reasoning underlying the application of conjoint measurement to SWAT.
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Appendix A

CARD DECK FACSIMILE *

A

Almost never have spare time. Interruptions or overlap among activities are very frequent, or
occur all the time.

Moderate conscious mental effort or concentration required. Complexity of activity is moderately
high due to uncertainty, unpredictability, or unfamiliarity. Considerable attention required.

Moderate stress due to confusion, frustration, or anxiety noticeably adds to workload. Significant
compensation is required to maintain adequate Performance.

B

Often have spare time. Interruptions or overlap among activities occur infrequently or not at all.

Very little conscious mental effort or concentration required. Activity is almost automatic,
requiring little or no attention.

Moderate stress due to confusion, frustration, or anxiety noticeably adds to workload, Significant
compensation is required to maintain adequate performance.

................................... .. ..... . . ... a ... i . mmm... ml im~mmi m •Ii ieml..................... .. ... .. ... ..... .. ..

C

Often have spare time. Interruptions or overlap among activities occur infrequently or not at all.

Moderate conscious mental effort or concentration required. Complexity of activity is moderately
high due to uncertainty, unpredictability, or unfamiliarity. Considerable attention required.

High to very intense stress due to confusion, frustration, or anxiety. High to extreme detemina-
tion and self-control required.

D

Almost never have spare time. Interruptions or overlap among activities are very frequent, or
occur all the time.

Very little conscious mental effort or concentration required. Activity is almost automatic,
requiring little or no attention.

High to very intense stress due to confusion, frustration, or anxiety. High to extreme determination
and self-control required.
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E

Occasionally have spare time. Interruptions or overlap among activities occur frequently.

Extensive mental effort and concentration are necessary. Very complex activity requiring total
attention.

Moderate stress due to confusion, frustration, or anxiety noticeably adds to workload. Significant
compensation is required to maintain adequate performance.

F

Often have spare time. Interruptions or overlap among activities occur infrequently or not at all.

Moderate conscious mental effort or concentration required. Complexity of activity is moderately
high due to uncertainty, unpredictability, or unfamiliarity. Considerable attention required.

Little confusion, risk, frustration, or anxiety exists and can be easily accommodated.

Occasionally have spare time. Interruptions or overlap among activities occur frequently.

Very little conscious mental effort or concentration required, Activity Is almost automatic,
requiring little or no attention.

Moderate stress due to confusion, frustration, or anxiety noticeably adds to workload. Significant
compensation is required to maintain adequate performance.

H

Almost never have spare time. Interruptions or overlap among activities are very frequent, or
occur all the time.

Very little conscious mental effort or concentration required. Activity is almost automatic,
requiring little or no attention.

Little confusion, risk, frustration, or anxiety exists and can be easily accommodated.

I

Almost never have spare time. Interruptions or overlap among activities are very frequent, or
occur all the time.

Extensive mental effort and concentration are necessary. Very complex activity requiring total
attention.

High to very intense stress due to confusion, frustration, or anxiety. High to extreme determina-
tion and self-control required.
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1 O
Often have spare time, Interruptions or overlap among activities occur infrequently or not at all.

Moderate conscious mental effort or concentration required, Complexity of activity is moderately
high due to uncertainty, unpredictability, or unfamiliarity, Considerable attention required.

Moderate stress due to confusion, frustration, or anxiety noticeably adds to workload. Significant

compensation is required to maintain adequate performance.

-----------------------------------....-------------........ N .... . NN . N... .I N.N........... ... i.
K

Occasionally have spare time. Interruptions or overlap among activities occur frequently.

Extensive mental effort and concentration are necessary. Very complex activity requiring total
attention.

Little confusion, risk, frustration, or anxiety exists and can be easily accommodated.

L

Almost never have spare time. Interruptions or overlap among activities are very frequent, or
occur all the time,

Extensive mental effort and concentration are necessary. Very complex activity requiring total
attention,

Little confusion, risk, frustration, or anxiety exists and can be easily accommodated.
----------------------------------------------=--. m.....m..mm.........m.l....... ........ n .... .m . ..m mr m... m..

M

Often have spare time. Interruptions or overlap among activities occur infrequently or not at all.

Extensive mental effort and concentration are necessary. Very complex activity requiring total
attention.

High to very intense stress due to confusion, frustration, or anxiety. High to extreme determina-

tion and self-control required.

------------------------------------------------area in n..........I... ................ ....l gn.t. .. ..... .......
N

Often have spare time. Interruptions or overlap among activities occur infrequently or not at all.

Very little conscious mental effort or concentration required. Activity is almost automatic,
requiring little or no attention.

Little confusion, risk, frustration, or anxiety exists and can be easily accommodated.

-0---------------------------------------------------
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0

0 Almost never have spare time. Interruptions or overlap among activities are very frequent, or
occur all the time.

Moderate conscious mental effort or concentration required. Complexity of activity is moderately
high due to uncertainty, unpredictability, or unfamiliarity. Considerable attention required.

High to very intense stress due to confusion, frustration, or anxiety. High to extreme determina-
tion and self-control required.

P

Almost never have spare time. Interruptions or overlap among activities are very frequent, or
occur all the time.

Very little conscious mental effort or concentration required. Activity is almost automatic,
requiring little or no attention.

Moderate stress due to confusion, frustration, or anxiety noticeably adds to workload. Significant
compensation is required to maintain adequate performance.

Q
Occasionally have spare time. Interruptions or overlap among activities occur frequently.

Moderate conscious mental effort or concentration required. Complexity of activity is moderately
high due to uncertainty, unpredictability, or unfamiliarity. Considerable attention required.

Moderate stress due to confusion, frustration, or anxiety noticeably adds to.workload. Significant
compensation is required to maintain adequate performance.

- -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
R

Occasionally have spare time. Interruptions or overlap among activities occur frequently.

Extensive mental effort and concentration are necessary. Very complex activity requiring total
attention.

high to very intense stress due to confusion, frustration, or anxiety. High to extreme determina-
tion and self-control required.

-9---------------------------------------------------------------
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s 0
Often have spare time. Interruptions or overlap among 'Activities occur infrequently or not at all.

Extensive mental effort and concentration are necessar/. Very complex activity requiring total
attention.

Moderate stress due to confusion, frustration, or anxiety noticeably adds to workload, Significant
compensation is required to maintain adequate performance.

T

Almost never have spare time. Interruptions or overlap among activities are very frequent, or
occur all the time.

Extensive mental effort and concentration are necessary. Very complex activity requiring total
attention.

Moderate stress due to confusion, frustration, or anxiety noticeably adds to workload, Significant
compensation is required to maintain adequate performance.

U

Occasionally have spare time, Interruptions or overlap among activities occur frequently.

Very little conscious mental effui, or concentration required. Activity is almost automatic,
requiring little or no attention.

Little confusion, risk, frustration, or anxiety exists and can be easily accommodated,

V

Occasionally have spare time. Interruptions or overlap among activities occur frequently.

Moderate conscious mental effort or concentration required. Complexity of activity is moderately
high due to uncertainty, unpredictability, or unfamiliarity. Considerable attention required.

Little confusion, risk, frustration, or anxiety exists and can be easily accommodated.

W

Often have spare time. Interruptions or overlap among activities occur infrequently or not at all.

Very little conscious mental effort or concentration required. Activity is almost automatic,
requiring little or no attention,

High to very intense stress due to confusion, frustration, or anxiety. High to extreme determina-
tion and self-control required.

O
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Often have spare time. Interruptions or cverlap among activities occur infrequently or not at all.

Extensive mental effort and concentration are necessary. Very complex activity requiring total
attention.

Little confusion, risk, frustration, or anxiety exists and can be easily accommodated.

Y

Almont never have spare time. Interruptions or overlap among activities arm very frequent, or
occur all the time,

Moderate conscious mental effort or concentration required. Complexity of activity is moderately
high due t, uncertainty, unpredictability, or unfamiliarity. Considerable attention required.

Little confusion, risk, frustration, or anxiety exists and can be easily accommodated.

N....................... I ............................................................................................... •Nmm

z

Occasionally have spare time, Interruptions or overlap among activities occur frequently,

Very little conscious mental effort or concentration required. Activity is almost automatic,
requiring little or no attention,

Hige to very intense stress due to confusion, frustration, or anxiety. High to extreme determina-
tion and self-control required,

_ZZ

Occasionally have spare time. Interruptions or overlap among activities occur frequently.

Moderate conscious mental effort or concentration required. Complexity of activity is moderately
high due to uncertainty, unpredictability, or unfamiliarity. Considerable attention required.

High to very intense stress due to confusion, frustration, or anxiety. High to extreme
determination and self-control required.
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Appendix B

OUTLINE FOR VERBAL CARD SORT INSTRUCTIONS: COLLEGE STUDENTS

Introduction

1. Describe Concept of Workload

When we speak of "mental workload," we are clearly referring in some sense to mental
effort. Our ideas about mental workload are affected by our experiences with physical
workload. We can easily think of the effort one must expend to lift a heavy object, dig
a ditch, or participate in our favorite sport. Physical work has been quantified in many
ways including carbon dioxide production, heart rate, or amount of work performed in
a unit of time, Mental workload, on the other hand, has proven to be more difficult to
measure because It is something that occurs within the person and isn't directly
observable.

We might think of mental workload as the amount of concentration required to write a
paper, work simple addition problems, or solve complex algebra problems. There is

probably unanimous agreement that the amount of work required to solve complex
algebra problems w,'ould be greater than the amount of work required to solve simple
addition problems, While some mental tasks are clearly "harder" than others, mea-
sures which quantify this phenomenon have been difficult to develop and validate.

2. Describe Purpose of This Experiment

The experiment you are participating in is concerned with mental, not physical work-
load, and we will deal with methods of measuring the amount of workload experienced
while performing a computer-controlled laboratory task.

3. Performance as a Measure

There are several ways in which your mental workload could be measured, the first of
which is to assess your performance on the task. For example, if the task is driving a
car, the precision of following a desired track or reaction time to something suddenly
entering your visual field, etc., could be an indicator of your workload. Frequently,
however, there isn't any change in this type of observable performance, although two
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people (or the same person under two different conditions) may experience differing
degrees of effort expenditure to achieve this performance.

4. Discuss Subjective Measures

A. Unidimensional

Another way to attempt to measure your mental workload would be to simply ask
you to rate your workload on a scale, say from one to ten, for whatever task you
are performing. If daydreaming was labeled as "1" and intense concentration as
"10," you could probably give a rating corresponding to the workload you were
experiencing in performing a task. However, this approach does not give us
much information about WHY you gave a particular rating, and we would not be
sure that each person intended to describe the same level of workload even though
the numbers used were the same.

B. Multidimensional

Another approach is to break up mental workload into several dimensions, or fac-
tors, which are generally considered to comprise workload. In this approach, you
would not actually be giving ratings on workload, but you would rate the amount
or degree of each factor that exists in a given task situation. An application of this
approach has been developed and is called the Subjective Workload Assessment
Technique (SWAT). This approach has an added feature of obtaining information
from the people using the scale about how the identified factors go together to cre-
ate their perception of mental workload.

II. Describe SWAT

1. Basic Concept

The technique describes subjective workload as being composed primarily of three
dimensions: Time Load, Mental Effort Load, and Psychological Stress Load.

0
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2. Brief Description of the Dimensions

It is important that you understand the meaning associated with the three dimensions

and how they relate to the definition of workload. Let's go into a little more detail

about the dimensions.

A. Time Load

(1) Description

Time Load refers to the amount of time pressure experienced in performing

your task. This includes the fraction of total available time that you are busy

and the degree to which different aspects of the task overlap or in terfere

with one another. Under high amounts of time load, you are unable to com.

plete the task due to a shortage of time or interference created by the overlap
activities,

(2) Example in Everyday Life

In a classroom test situation, there could be a high degree of Time Load

caused by having a large number of problems (e.g., I0X versus 10) to solve

and in a very limited amount of time (eg., 30 minutes). Notice that we are

not considering anything about how much effort is involved in solving the

problems or the stress level involved in this situation.

B. Mental Effort Load

(1) Description

Mental Effort Load refers to the amount of attention and/or concentration

required to perform a task. Tasks that require Mental Effort Load include

storing and recalling things from memory, decision making, calculations,

and problem solving. High levels of Mental Effort Load are required in

situations that demand total concentration, whereas lower levels of Mental

Effort Load are required when your mind wanders or your attention is dis-

tributed over more than one "easy" task component.
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(2) Example in Everyday Life

0 Mental Effort Load could involve memorizing items, performing calcula-
tions on numbers, concentrating on listening to a speaker for important
points, or making very difficult decisions. In the test situation, the prob-
lems to solve could be very difficult, requiring you to remember a formula,
conversions, and complicated solution procedures. Or, they could be very
easy with the soluti~n to the problem being immediately obvious. The diffi-
culty of the problems is not necessarily related to the amount of time pro-
vided to complete the test.

C. Psychological Stress Load

(1) Description

Psychological Stress Load refers to the presence of confusion, frustration,
and/or anxiety which hinders completion of your task.

(2) Example in Everyday Life

Psychological Stress Load includes such things as pressure to excel, anxiety

over physical dangers, tension, fatigue, general state of health or feelings,

and comfort factors such as temperature or noise. In the test situation, if

your course grade was to be determined by your performance on a certain

test, there would probably be quite a high level of stress. However, in a

situation where your grade was fairly well determined, the stress level

would undoubtedly be less, regardless of the time pressure or the amount of

concentration required. Also, if construction was going on near the test

room, noise and distractions could affect your ability to concentrate and

therefore impose psychological stress. In a driving situation, stress could

be produced by obscure road signs, heavy traffic, or inclement weather,

which could cause you to become lost, frustrated, or concerned for your

safety.
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3. Description of the Levels Within the Dimensions

Figure 18 presents the three dimensions which have just been described as the main

contributors to workload and the levels of each dimension. Notice that there are three

levels of each dimension which can be used to give a rating. One is associated with the

lowest degree of each of the dimensions, three is associated with the highest degree and

two is a middle degree. Verbal descriptors are provided to define how you should eval-

uate the levels of each of the dimensions.

4. Identification of Other Dimensions

While it Qan be seen that these three dimensions contribute to mental workload, you

may be able to think of other dimensions that may have an effect on the workload

involved in performing a task, While this may be true, we believe that these three

dimensions can be used to cover most of what most people are referring to when they

speak of workload, A more precise breakdown into more fundamental components

would complicate the rating procvs!; and possibly interfere with the rater's ability to

perform the assigned task thus cou, ibuting to workload.

5. Examples of the Inte! -•:tions Between the Three Dimensions

Figure 19 provides an example of two situations and how workload may be affected,
In the left scene, we have a pilot approaching an airfield on a clear, sunny day. Let us

presume that he/she has made this landing many times before. In this situation for this
pilot, the task might get a rating of 1 for Time Load, I for Mental Effort Load, and I

for Psychological Stress Load, In contrast, on the right side, the situation has changed
and the approach is being attempted in adverse weather with visibility obscured. Now

the pilot might give a rating of 2 for Time Load since he is not able to see what is hap-

pening and is not able to perform the necessary actions as early as in the previous situa-
tion. He may give a rating of 1 again for Mental Effort Load, since the decisions and

amount of concentration are very similar to the first situation. However, the Psycho-

logical Stress Load rating may increase to a 3 since there could be increased anxiety

about the landing due to the obscured visibility. Note that these ratings are intended to
illustrate what a pilot might say and that for any given task any other combination of

ratings is possible depending upon the precise task conditions and pilot-related factors

such as amount of training.
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6. Describe How Dimensions are Combined Into One Dimensional Scale

Another interesting aspect of SWAT is that the procedure provides a mathematical

technique for combining your ratings on the three dimensions into a single workload

scale, similar to a one to ten scale described earlier. As can be seen in these two situa-

tions, the 1-1-1 combination is translated into, naturally, the lowest possible scale value

of 0. The 2-1-3 combination in the right scene is translated to a 69, for example.

Later you will perform a certain task, and give a rating for each of the three dimensions

at the end of each task trial. These three numbers will then be combined as in this illus-

tration into a value from 0 to 100. This will then serve as your workload score for that

particular trial.

III. How Does This Relate to What We're Doing Today

For now, we need to find out information from you so that we can develop the mathematical
model which will be used to combine the ratings you will give later. The information we are

looking for concerns the importance you place on the three dimensions. You will tell us this

by taking this deck of cards, each of which has a combination of the three dimensions on it,

and order them from that combination which represents the lowest workload to the combina-

tion which represents the highest workload. Do this by imagining a situation that you have

experienced which could be described by the combination of the dimensions on a particular

card and making a relative judgment about the workload associated with accomplishing this
task and rank the cards accordingly. As you can see, with three levels of each dimension

there is a total of three times three times three, or 27 possible combinations which could be
given. In this way, 27 cards are created which you must rank-order.

Notice that in doing this ranking procedure, the difficult part involves the trade-off decisions

which have to be made. Suppose, for example, that you are comparing card 1-2-1 for time,

effort, and stress, respectively, with card 1-1-2. Now in one situation the effort is higher,
while in the other situation stress is higher, You must decide which situation y, , would

choose as lower in workload. To do this, you need to decide which dimension, effort or
stress, has a greater impact on the overall workload to you. Similar situations will arise with

different combinations of all three dimensions. There is no right or wrong answer to these

decisions, since each person feels differently about the importance of tile dimensions. Some

people feel that time has the greatest impact, otheis feel it is effort, and still others feel that
stress is the most important.
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Because wa are trying to determine what constitutes mental workload for you, we would

rather not supply you with examples of workload that are represented by each combination.

We ask that you supply your own examples, This is necessary because a situation that is

very demanding for one person might be very easy for another. Likewise, since we all have

different backgrounds, we may or may not be able to relate to a specific example. For exam-

ple, if I give examples that are related to flying an airplane, that could be very meaningful to a

skilled and experienced pilot while most of you in this room might not have any such experi-

ence. Therefore, your impressions of the workload involved in such a task would be depen-

dent upon impressions provided by other people.

To avoid this, you are asked to read the descriptors from a card and try to think of something

you have experienced that this set of descriptors would have accurately described, Then take

another card and repeat the procedure. By comparing the events which you have recalled
determine which of the events had the highest workload for you. Repeat this process until

you arrive at an order for the 27 cards that begins with the description of the lowest workload
event and ends with the description of the highest workload event.

As you try to imagine situations which could be described by the combinations on the cards,
there may be combinations for which you have a hard time imagining a situation that fits, In
these cases, we could provide you with an appropriate situation, but it is more beneficial if
you assume that such a situation or event does exist and try to determine where it would rank
in relation to the other situations,

Pay attention to the verbal descriptors on the cards to make yourjudgments, as it is important
that you become comfortable with the levels of the dimensions. This will help you later
when you make your ratings.

Now read the written instructions which will describe in more detail the dimensions and the

sorting task which you will do.
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Appendix C
OUTLINE FOR VERBAL CARD SORT INSTRUCTIONS: PILOT POPULATION

I. Introduction

1. Describe Purpose of This Experiment

The experiment you am about to participate in is to evaluate the new XYZ all weather
terrain following radar. It is very important for us to get the best data that we possibly
can if we are to get this system delivered in a configuration that will require few modifi-
cations once it becomes operational. Considerable time and resources have already
been expended to get these systems to this point. In this test, all of you will fly simula-
tions over three different courses, using both candidate XYZ systems as well as one
sortie that you will fly manually. These flights will be flown under simulated night as
well as day conditions, and under three different kinds of simulated weather,

Performance will be recorded in terms of the precision with which you hold the
assigned altitudes and course track, control actions, ordnance expended, and target
scores. In addition to the performance data, we will be collecting data to determine the0• amount of workload associated with mission accomplishment.

2. Describe Concept of Workload

You are probably quite familiar with the concept of mental workload. This is a concept
that has become increasingly important in modern high technology aircraft. When we
speak of mental workload, we are referring to some sense of mental effort, The basic
idea is that we have a finite capacity for performing mental work; and if we exceed this
capacity, then we will begin to make a large number of errors or experience total per-
formance breakdown, We can think of situations where very little effort is required
thus leaving us with considerable spare capacity for work. Likewise, we can think of
situations that require substantial effort leaving us with little or no spare capacity, Exam-
ples of performing the same task with varying amounts of workload include employing
different systems to perform the same task, performing the same task with different
levels of experience or skill, or performing the same task under different levels of fac-
tors related to the task such as fatigue, weather conditions, system malfunctions etc.,
that could affect the amount of a person's capacity that is required to maintain acceptable

0 task performance.
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In this study, we are going to measure workload through the use of a scaling approach
called the Subjective Workload Assessment Technique or SWAT, This is a technique
that has been developed and extensively tested at the Armstrong Aerospace Medical
Research Laboratory at Wright-Patterson Air Force Base and has been successfully
used in a number of simulation tests, flight tests, and OT&Es. This technique is differ-
ent from most scaling procedures in that there are two pans to it. The first part is called
Scale Development and is what we are going to do today, and the second part is called
Event Scoring and is the part where you will give workload ratings in the simulator.
One of the primary objectives of this technique is to create as little interference as possi-
ble during task performance while getting the best quality data possible,

Before I start a more detailed explanation of the procedure, I would like for you to
quickly read over the written instructions that you have been provided. Don't labor
over these instructions since I am going to repeat much of it anyway, I want you to
read the instructions to be sure I don't forget something important, and by getting a
preview, it will help you follow what I am trying to tell you later and hopefully provide
you with a better understanding of the procedure.

(PAUSE LONG ENOI IGH FOR EVERYONE TO READ THE INSTRUCTIONS)

For the purposes of SWAT, workload has been defined as being composed primarily of
three things: Time Load, Mental Effort Load, and Psychological Stress Load. Each of
these three factors or dimensions has had three levels defined. Therefore, for the pur-
poses of SWAT, workload can be represented by the cube shown in Figure 20. You
can see that there are three levels of each of the three dimensions. All possible combina-
tions of these dimensions comprise the 27 cells of this larger cube that we are calling
workload. Your task today is, through a card sort procedure, to help us determine how
these dimensions combine to create your conception of workload. The deck of cards in
front of you has a card for each of the cells in this cube. Each card has three descriptors
written on it--one for time load, one for mental effort load, and one for psychological
stress load. By arranging this deck in an order that represents which combination you
think describes the lowest workload condition to the combination that you think repre-
sents the highest workload condition and the 25 steps in between, you are helping us
create a scale that will reflect the way you people (in this test) think these dimensions
combine to create the impression of workload. This is not the same for everyone.
Some people think that time is the only element that has any importance for determining
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workload, while other people will say that the only thing that is important to them is to

be able to manage the psychological stress, and others think that difficulty of the

required tasks is most important.

3. Definition of Dimensions

As a start, you need to understand a little better what we mean by these three

dimensions.

A. Time load

(1) Description

Time Load is the amount of time pressure experienced in performing your
task. This includes the fraction of total available time that you are busy and
the degree to which different aspects of the task overlap or interfere with

one another. Under high Time Load, you ame unable to complete the task

due to a shortage of time or interference created by overlap of activities.

(2) Exampl- ,

For example, in an emergency situation, especially in a situation with multi-

ple emergencies, the required actions may be relatively simple and well prac-

ticed. The only real problem may be that things happen so fast that you just

cannot get everything accomplished before things go from bad to worse.

B. Mental Effort Load

(1) Description

Mental Effort Load is the amount of attention and/or concentration required to

perform a task. Things that are considered mental effort include recalling things

from long-term memory, decision making, performing calculations, storing and

retrieving things from short-term memory, and problem solving. High levels of

Mental Effort Load are required in a situation which demands total concentration

to perform, while during lower levels of mental effort, your mind may wander or

attention may easily be shared with several relatively easy tasks.
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(2) Example

Mental Effort Load could involve such things as remembering a radio fre-
quency that must be dialed in after passing some navigation point or having

to make a decision regarding which of several potential targets should be

attacked and what direction to approach a target from on each pass,

Another example might be the memory load associated with remembering a
complex procedure needed to activate a particular piece of equipment. This

situation might be intensified if employment of this piece of equipment is a
rare event and, therefore, not as thoroughly learned as a more frequently

occurring event.

C. Psychological Stress Load

(1) Description

Psychological Stress Load refers to the presence of confusion, frustration,
S and/or anxiety which hinders completion of your task, Psychological stress

refers to the feelings of apprehension and tension one usually thinks of

when you hear the term stress, In addition, other factors such as fatigue,
motivation, and low levels of physical stressors may also contribute to the
feeling of psychological stress load,

(2) Example

It is well known that physical stressors such as G forces, vibration, tempera-
ture and noise can, when existing in sufficient magnitude, interfere with
task performance. At low levels, these stressors may not produCe interfer-

ence but will produce enough of ain annoyance that after a certain attount of
time some oif the person's capacity may be expended just to keep tile irrita-
tion pushed into the background. This level of capacity expenditure we

would attrihute to the psychological stress dimension of workload.

0
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4. Description of Levels Within the Dimensions 0
Now that we have some idea what we mean by the three dimensions, notice in our cube

that each dimension has three levels, Level one is associated with the lowest degree of

each dimension, level three is associated with the highest degree of each dimension, and

level two is associated with a moderate degree of load for each dimension, Verbal

descriptors have been written to precisely define each of the levels for each of the dimen-

sions. The numbers for these three dimensions will be used by you later when you are

doing the event scoring. The descriptors have already been introduced to you when

you read the written instructions. Now as you arrange the card deck in order from the

lowest to the highest workload situation you will read each of these descripto,"i many

times. This will help you to become familiar with the meaning associated with each

level of each dimension. You are asked to try to think of the wording of the descriptors

as you do your ordering rather than trying to use the numbers associated with the levels

or in some other way attempt to mechanize the ordering. The ordering information is
very important in helping to define the scale but equally important to us is the training

value associated with carefully considering the relationships of the meaning of the levels

for each of the three dimensions.

Several points need to be mn. at this stage:

"Remember that there is not a correct answer. You are making judgments about conditions in

terms of the degree of workload associated with an event like the one under consideration,

This is a communication process that we use for you to try to explain to us the way you view

workload in terms that allow us to put numbers on your judgments. In this process, it may

become necessary for us to later come back to you to confirm our opinion of what you are

trying to tell us or resolve some area that is not clear to us, If this does become necessary, do

not change yourjudgments because you think you got the "wrong answer." There is not a

"right" and "wrong" answer. Just try to be consistent in giving your judgment about events.

"* Because people do differ, it is best that you not "compare notes" with anyone. Do not dis-

cuss things in an attempt to come up with a consensus.

"* As you do the card sort, try to think of an experience that you have had that each card (set of

descriptors) would describe. Then put the cards in order by deciding which of the experi-

ences had the higher workload. Remember, you provide the event--something with which

you are familiar. If we specified events for you to rank, we very likely would describe
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something with which you arc not familiar. This would make your judgments of the relative

workload less valid.

This process of recalling events helps to establish a scale that is representative of this group

of subjects' opinion.

Some of the combinations may not remind you of a particular event. It may be very difficult
to think of how you could have the highest level of one dimension while having the lowest
level on the other two dimensions. It is true that in most cases the levels of the dimensions
will go in the same direction. In other words, as Time Load becomes greater, then both
Mental Effort Load and Psychological Stress Load are probably going to be increasing also
and conversely, On the other hand, as we have discussed this with people, they have gener-
ally been able to think of events where the more extreme combinations have existed. We
would suggest, therefore, that these combinations do exist but are not the most frequently
occurring type of events. If you simply cannot think of an event that a particular combination
of descriptors would be appropriate for, then you should think, "if an event did exist, where
would it fall in this order." Also remember that we are asking you to judge "how much"
work is associated--not which would you like to have. It might be clear that one task has
lower workload associated with it than another, In fact, the first task could be so low in

demand that in your judgment it would be boring. Someone who has a low tolerance for
boredom might be tempted to think, "I know this task is low in workload but I really do not
like to be bored so I will rank it higher than this other task." Remember it is not your prefer-

ence we are asking for but the amount of workload you think exists in a situation.

You may use whatever strategy that seems best to you to do the card sort. The procedure of
dividing the 27 card deck into three smaller decks of low, medium, and high and ordering
these smaller decks and then recombining into the entire 27 is a strategy that has proven use-

ful to many people, However, this strategy is not mandatory, This is not an easy task. It
will probably take you from 30 minutes to an hour to finish and some of the discriminations
are going to be difficult. Please concentrate and give us the best sort possible, Even though
this is a laborious process, we think that it pays off in the long run, When you get to the
simulator, the rating task will be easier because of the effort you are putting in now.

Are there any questions? Then, go ahead and start. If you have any questions at any time,
please ask them. The thing that is bothering you may also be bothering someone else. If you
are not certain about how to do the ordering, it will affect your data so please ask if you have
any questions.
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Appendix D

WRITTEN CARD SORT INSTRUCTIONS

SWAT CARD SORT INSTRUCTIONS FOR SUBJECTS

During the course of this experiment, you will be asked to quantify the mental workload required

to complete the tasks you will be performing. Mental workload refers to how hard you work to
accomplish some task, group of tasks, or an entire job. The workload imposed on you at any one

time consists of a combination of various dimensions which contribute to the subjective feeling of

workload, The Subjective Workload Assessment Technique (SWAT) defines these dimensions as

(1) Time Load, (2) Mental Effort Load, and (3) Psychological Stress Load.

For the purposes of SWAT, the three dimensions have been assigned three levels. The dimensions

and their levels are described in the following paragraphs,

Iiinne Lad

Time Load refers to the amount of spare time that you have available (fraction of the total time that

you are busy), When Time Load is low, sufficient time is available to complete all of your mental

work with some time to spar,, As Time Load increases, spare time drops out and some aspects of
performance overlap and tasks interrupt one another. This overlap and interruption can come from

performing more than one task or from different aspects of performing the same task. At higher
levels of Time Load, several aspects of performance often occur simultaneously, you are busy, and

interruptions are very frequent.

Time Load may be rated on the three point scale below:

(1) Often have spare time. Interruptions or overlap among activities occur infrequently or not at

all.

(2) Occasionally have spare time. Interruptions or overlap among activities occur frequently.

(3) Almost never have spare time. Interruptions or overlap among activities are very frequent, or

occur all the time.
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Mental Effort Load

S As described above, Time Load refers to the amount of time one has available to perform a task or
tasks. In contrast, Mental Effort Load is an index of the amount of attention or mental effort
required by a task regardless of the number of tasks to be performed or any time limitations. When
Mental Effort Load is low, the concentration and attention required by a task is minimal and per-

formance is nearly automatic. As the demand for mental effort increases due to task complexity or
the amount of information which must be dealt with in order to perform adequately, the degree of
concentration and attention required increases. High Mental Effort Load demands total attention or

concentration due to task complexity or the amount of information that must be processed.

Mental Effort Load may be rated using the three point scale below:

(1) Very little conscious mental effort or concentration required. Activity is almost automatic,
requiring little or no attention.

(2) Moderate conscious mental effort or concentration required. Complexity of activity is moder-
ately high due to uncertainty, unpredictability, or unfamiliarity. Considerable attention
required.

(3) Extensive mental effort and concentration are necessary. Very complex activity requiring
total attention,

Psychological Stress Load

Psychological Stress Load refers to the contribution to total workload of any conditions that pro-
duce anxiety, frustration, or confusion while performing a task or tasks. At low levels of stress,
one feels relatively relaxed. As stress increases, confusion, anxiety, or frustration increases and

greater concentration and determination are required to maintain control of the situation,

Psychological Stress Load may be rated on the three point scale below:

(1) Little confusion, risk, frustration, or anxiety exists and can be easily accommodated,

(2) Moderate stress due to confusion, frustration, or anxiety noticeably adds to workload.

Significant compensation is required to maintain adequate p;.iformance.

0
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(3) High to very intense str'mss due to confusion, frustration, or anxiety. High to extreme deter-

mination and self-control required.

Each of the three dimensions just described contribute to workload during performance of a task or

group of tasks. Note that, although all three factors may be correlated, they need not be. For

example, one can have many tasks to perform in the time available (high Time Load) but the tasks

may require little concentration (low Mental Effort Load). Likewise, one can be anxious and frus-

trated (high Psychological Stress Load) and have plenty of spare time between relatively simple

tasks. Since the three dimensions contributing to workload are not necessarily correlated, please

treat each dimension individually and give independent assessments of the Time Load, Mental

Effort Load, and Psychological Stress Load that you experience in performing the following tasks.

One of the most important features of SWAT is its unique scoring system. SWAT uses a procedure

to find separate scoring weights for each level of a dimension. Then, it determines a distinctive

workload scale for each person or group. This scaling system greatly improves the precision of

the workload ratings you will give later.

In order to develop your individual scale, we need information from you regarding the amount of

workload you feel is imposed by various combinations of the dimensions described above, We get

this information by having : 1-u rank order the workload associated with each of the combinations.

In order for you to rank order the workload for each of the combinations, you have been given a

set of 27 cards with the combinations from each of the three dimensions. Each card contains a dif-

ferent combination of levels of Time Load, Mental Effort Load, and Psychological Stress Load.

Your job is to sort the cards so that they are ranked according to the level of workload represented

by each card.

In completing your card sorts, please consider the workload imposed on a person by the conmbina-

tion represented in each card. Arrange the cards from the lowest workload condition through the

highest condition. You may use any strategy you choose to order the cards. One strategy that is

useful is to arrange the cards into three preliminary stacks representing "high," "moderate," and

"low" workload. Individual cards may be exchanged between stacks, if necessary, and then rank

ordered within stacks. Stacks can then be recombined and checked to be sure that they represent

your ranking of lowest to highest workload. However, the choice of strategy is up to you and you

should choose the one that works best for you.
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There is no "school solution" to this problem. There is no correct order. The correct order is

what, in your judgment, best describes the progression of workload from lowest to highest for a

general case rather than any specific event. That judgment differs for each of us, The letters you

see on the back of the cards are to allow us to arrange the cards in a previously randomized

sequence so that everyone gets the same order. If you examine your deck you will see the order on

the back runs from A through Z and then ZZ.

Please remember:

(1) The card sort is being done so that a workload scale may be developed for you. This scale

will have a distinct workload value for each possible combination of Time Load, Mental

Effort Load, and Psychological Stress Load. The following example demonstrates the

relationship between the card sort and the resulting workload scale:

i=m Effort Stress
1 1 1 0.0

*00

3 3 3 100.0

(2) When performing the card %nrts, use the descriptors printed on the cards. Please remember

not to sort the cards based on one particular task (such as flying an airplane) or what you

anticipate that you will be, doing in this study. Sort the cards according to your general view
of workload and how important you consider the dimensions of Time Load, Mental Effort

Load, and Psychological Stress Load .o be. Base these decisions on all types of experiences

and task situations.

(3) During the actuJl experiment. you will accomplish the desired task. T'hen, you will provide a

SA' AT score base., on your opinicn of the mental workload required to perform the task.

*T1his SWATI" sore will consist of one number from each of the three dimensions. For exam-
ple, a possible SWAT ,cor' is 1-2-2. This represents a 1 for I'ini. Load, a 2 for Mental

Elff•rT lAad, and a 2 for Psycho!ogical Stress lAoad.

0
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(4) We are not asking for your preference concerning Time Load, Mental Effort Load, and Psy-

chological Stress Load. Some people may prefer to be "busy" rather than "idle" in either
Time Load, Mental Effort Load, or Psychological Stress Load dimension. We are not con-
cerned with this preference. We need information on how the three dimensions and the
three levels of each one will affect the level of workload as you see it. You may prefer a
2-2-2 situation inst~ci of a 1-1-1 situation. However, you should still realize that the 1-1-1
situation imposes less workload on you and leaves a greater reserve capacity.

The card sort procedure will probably take 30 minutes to an hour. Please feel free to ask questions

at any time. Thank you for your cooperation.
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Appendix E

SWAT CARD SORT DATA SHEET

/ / / / / / / / / / / / /
El I / / I / I / I / I I/

MI / / / / / / / / / / / /

A/ / / / / / / / / / / /
NI I I I / I / / I I I /

N /I.......................------------------------------------

----------------------------------------------------

---------------------------------------------------------

----------------------- m-------------------

ul I 1111

II I II II I I III

Z I I I I I11 I I1 I

vili II 11 1
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SWAT CARD SORT DATA SIHEET (continued)

E1 / / / / / / / / / / 1 /

A/ / / / / / / / / / / /

zz i II I I I I I I I I I I

I I I I I I I I I I I I

I I I I I I I I I I I I I

K I I I I1I I11I I I I

L I Il IlI IlI II
zz4 .

R
S... ........................... m................"""" " ""0

DA I I I I I I I I I

y II I I I I I I

A I I ImI m l l ~ mm m m m m I l I I l I m m mm l mI I I I(I N

T I I III I I I I I
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Appendix F

INFORMATION FOR PROGRAM OPERATION

This appendix describes the requirements and methods for analyzing SWAT scale development

data using the microcomputer-based software. The computer system requirements for running the

program are:

0 IBM PC or compatible system.
• 512K internal memory.

* Two floppy disks or one hard disk and one floppy disk.

The software requirements are:

SWATPRGM.BAT This is the current version (3.1) of thc SWAT program which will handle

up to 30 subjects' data. To start program operation, type "SWATPROM"

and then return. This file is provided on the SWAT software disk.

MAIN.EXE This is the executable program which is called by SWATPRGM. This file
is provided on the SWAT software disk.

SWAT.DAT This is a data file which provides parameter information to the program.
This file is included on the SWAT software disk.

ANSI.SYS This is a functional device driver that enables the program to use special

character sequences. The ANSI driver MUST be added to the system's
linked list of standard device drivers by inserting a DEVICE = ANSISYS
in the CONFIG.SYS file in the root directory. Of course, the ANSI.SYS

file must be in the root directory as well. Once you have done this,

ANSI.SYS will be loaded into memory whenever you boot up your system.

ANSI.SYS is part of the MS/DOS operation systems and therefore is

purchased by each user.

Optional Math The 8087 math coprocessor chip will speed up program execution but is not

Coprocessor necessary to run the program on systems based on the 8086 or 8088 family
of processors. The SWAT program will run on systems based on the

80286 family of processor chips as long as the system has a math
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coprocessor included in the system configuration. SWAT will not run on a

80286-based computer system that does not have a math coprocessor.

During program operation, one file is written to the program disk. Because of this, the original
disk is not write-protected. It is advisable to make backup disks immediately upon receipt of the
program. We do ask, however, that you do not distribute the software to others. Since the SWAT
program is government property, any individual can obtain a copy simply by writing the Harry G.
Armstrong Aerospace Medical Research Laboratory. If copies are distributed without our knowl-
edge, the recipient will not be advised of program updates or problems which may be discovered
as the program is used.

The remainder of this appendix is organized for a complete description of each of the screens with
which the user will interact. The program is interactive and the user menus and screens are
designed to help guide you through the analysis process. The interface has been designed for ease
of use and should facilitate data analysis. First, a sample screen will be presented for reference,
and then the screen functions will be described. To the degree possible, the order of execution for
a routine analysis will be followed. We will deviate from this practice only to completely describe
all of the options presented on a given screen. Output information resulting from this analysis
includes prototype correlations, axiom test results, and the conjoint scaling solution.

As an additional aid the (ESC) key has been programmed to be the user's "panic button." At
anytime while you are working with the SWAT program that you become confused or lost in the

analysis, you can press the (ESC) key and return to the Main Menu screen and all data will be

retained by the program. In this way you can always get back to a place where you know your

way out and avoid losing data.

EQUIPMENT SPECIFICATION

',f this is the first time the program is used, an equipment specification screen as shown in Fig-

ure 21 will be displayed. The three options are:

1. Two floppy disk drives, A and B.

2. One floppy drive and one hard drive, A and E, respectively.

3. One floppy drive and one hard drive, A and C, respectively.

Make the selection which corresponds to the system being used, You will then be asked whether a

printer is attached to the computer. Once this information has been entered, subsequent uses of the 0
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'******* EQUIPMENT SPECIFICATION *******

OPTIONS:

1) 2 FLOPPY DISK DRIVES - A and B
(source in drive A) and
(data in drive B)

2) 1 FLOPPY DISK DRIVE - A
I HARD DISK DRIVE - E

(source in drive E) and
(data in drive A)

3) 1 FLOPPY DISK DRIVE - A
1. HARD DISK DRIVE - C

(source in drive C) and
(data in drive A)

4) EXIT WITH NO CHANGES

MAKE A SELECTION:

Figure 21. Equipment Specification Screen

program will not invoke this menu. Changes in the equipment specifications can be made, how-
ever, using option 4 of the Main Menu.

MAIN MENU

As can be seen in Figure 22, this screen has three main functions, The first is to allow entering of
date, study name, and additional comments for labeling a data set, When entering the date, include

slashes as displayed to keep the month, date, and year separate. The study name, which can be
used as a reference to the data set, can be up to 20 characters. The comment lines can be used for

additional information such as subjects' names or other identifying comments. The second func-
tion of this screen is to specify the name of the file and number of subjects to be used to later iden-
tify the data set. When you assign the file name on this screen, it becomes the file the. program
uses when the data set is stored to disk. Consequently, the file name must be eight cha;-acters or
less. The file name should be different from the study name or some variant of the study name to

allow for multiple analyses you may do with the same data. As always, if you want to rec.ieve a
data file for additional work, the file name you use must be typed in exactly as before. For exam-
pie, you may want to access a previous data file to modify it by adding subjects. The number of
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•****** COMMENTS AND MAIN MENU *******

TODAY'S DATE:
(mm/dd/yy)

STUDY NAME: FILE NAME:
(20 ,CHARACTERS MAX) (8 CHARS. MAX)

NUMBER OF SUBJECTS:

COMMENT:
COMMENT:
COMMENTs

** USE A SEPARATE DATA DISK FOR EACH STUDY *

Figure 22. Comments Section of Main Menu Screen

subjects will specify the allotment of space in the data entry screen, If you desire to work with an

existing data file press RETURN for all entries on this screen EXCEPT filename. When you enter

a file name of an existing file:

* The equipment specification will direct the system to the appropriate disk drive,

6 You will be advised that the file already exists and asked to verify (with a "Yes" or "No") that

you wish to use data from a previous file. This is a safeguard to prevent accidentally writing

over an existing data file. The screen will change to an updated version which includcs the

information previously saved in that file, as depicted in Figure 23.

The third function of this screen is to select the program options. With the selection of either a new

or an existing file, you will be asked to choose one of the following options to direct the program

to specific operations.
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OPTIONS

Fl, Edit Comments This option allows you to change any or all of the information on the first
screen, including the date, study name, file name, number of subjects, or

additional comments. This can be used to retrieve a different already
existing data set, for example, by changing the file name. Doing this will
cause the program to search the disk for the newly entered file name. Once
the program finds the file, a "yes" response to the prompt that asks whether

to use the existing file will cause all of the stored information from that file
to be loaded into the program and displayed in place of the current file.
When you have the file you want in memory, you may use the Edit Com-
ments option to change any piece of information on this screen. This is
useful if you are doing additional analyses to a file previously analyzed, or
if you are adding subjects. If you wish to add subjects simply edit the Numn-
ber of Subjects specified on this screen. This more recent version of the

data set can be saved under a different name (if both an old and new version

are desired) through the Data Entry screen with the "Save Data" option.

If you change any character on a line you must reenter the rest of the line, as
the pr-,,,ram will not save the characters to the right of the cursor when you
press RETURN.

F2, Data Entry This option takes you to the Data Entry screen to enter, add, subtract, or

otherwise modify data.

F3, Program Setup Selection of this option takes you to the Program Setup screen where you

will select options that permit you to specify the analysis you want per-
formed. See the description of the Program Setup screen for more details.

This option allows you to bypass the Data Entry screen itf data have already

been entered.

F4, Equipment If you change systems, this option can be used to change the specifications

Specification to correspond to the present system.

F5, End the Program After all analyses have been completed, this option allows you to exit to the

system.
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As can be seen, this screen allows you access to all parts of the program. Consequently, you will

be returning here frequently, and this is where an (ESC) keypress will take you.

DATA ENTRY SCREEN

Upon selection of F2, Data Entry, on the Main Menu screen, a formatted screen as depicted in Fig-
ure 24 will be displayed that allows you to enter or modify data. The number of subjects that was

previously entered on the Main Menu will be displayed at the top of the screen, and sufficient space

for data for this number of subjects will be created. While decimals are not typically used, space is
included for special applications which require their use. Normally, only the integers I through 27

will have to be entered.

The following options then exist:

Fl, Enter/ If you select this option, the cursor automatically moves to the position
Edit Data for subject No. 1, card 1-1-I and data may be entered or edited. The rank

assigned to card 1-1-1 by this subject should be entered and then two
options exist for entering the data to the computer's memory. Pressing
(RET) or down arrow will move the cursor vertically one position down,

while pressing the right arrow key will move the cursor to the right one posi-

tion. The program is set up to accept either the ranks assigned to all 27
cards by the first subject (moving downward), or the ranks assigned by all

subjects for a particular card (moving to the right). In either manner, the
program will step through all 27 cards for the specified number of subjects.

At tie end of a row or column of data, use the appropriate arrow keys to
move the cursor to the next position on the data entry screen. Every third
row on this screen is highlighted to make it easier to keep track of where

you are as you scroll through the data, As you reach the end of the dis-

played data, the screen will scroll to the next position to allow continuation

of data entry. Because the scrolling is rather slow, the system is capable of

storing up to 11 key presses. This allows you to continue to enter data and

then let the system catch up at the end of a row, Due to the delays involved
in entering data across rows, it is recommended that, if you have 20 or more

subjects, enter the data down the columns.

For editing purposes, use the arrow keys to move the cursor to any position

on the screen and make the appropriate change, tPressing either (RE'l') or
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any arrow key will make the change in the computer's memory. You must I
select the "save data" (F2) option at the end of the data entry/edit session to

make the changes on disk,

Four special function keys exist to aid in data entry. These allow quick

movement to the top, bottom, left, and right of the data matrix, avoiding

excessive scrolling. Typical use of these keys would occur during data

entry. Upon reaching the end of a row of data, use the "left" function key

to move back to the beginning of the row. However, when entering data

across rows for 20 or more subjects, the use of the right and left keys leave

several columns in the center of the data matrix inaccessible. In this

situation, it would be more efficient to enter the data down the columns.

As you exit from entering data by pressing Fl, a data checking algorithm is
invoked which will indicate possible errors in the data. This algorithm

checks the sum of the columns and is able to indicate which columns have

probable errors. Usually, the error can be found by comparing the desig-

nated column with the same column on the data entry sheet.

F2, Save Data When you select this option, the program, saves the data currently on the

data entry screen to a diskette or hard disk file with either the name you

previously specified on the Main Menu screen or a new file which you are

able to specify. Specifying a new name will create a new file while not

changing the original file. Be sure to always save the data set to prevent

accidental loss of data.

F3, Print Data This allows you to obtain a hard copy of the input data set for easy refer-

ence. Since the entire data table, when filled, cannot fit on the screen at one
time, this may be a more desirable way to proof a data set.

K4, Program Setup This option directs the program to proceed to the Program Setup screen in
order to continue the normal analysis process. Use this option after all data

has been entered and checked for accuracy.

ESC, Escape This option takes you back to the Main Menu and easily allows you to leave

the program, help you get reoriented if you were lost or confused, or make
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changes in earlier screens. REMEMBER, though, that data are saved to

disk only through the Save Data option on this screen.

PROGRAM SETUP

This screen is presented in Figure 25 and gives you options for the types of analyses to be per-

formed. Enter the number(s) of the analyses which you want performed. There are three main

analyses:

1. Prototype correlations and Kendall's Coefficient of Concordance

2. Axiom Testing

3. Scaling Solution

*,,**** PROGRAM SETUP ******

TO RUN ANY OF THESE PROGRAMS OR COMBINATIONS OF PROGRAMS

CHOOSE THE CORRESPONDING NUMBER(S) AND PRESS RETURN

I PRO.TOTYPE CORRELATIONS AND KENDALL'S

2 GROUP AXIOMS

3 GROUP SCALE

4 PROTOTYPE AXIOMS

5 PROTOTYPE SCALE

6 INDIVIDUAL AXIOMS

7 INDIVIDUAL SCALES

ESC MAIN MENU

OPTIONS CHOSEN:

Figure 25, Program Setup Screen

The prototype correlations analysis performs a Spearman's rank order correlation on each of the

subject's rank order data with the rankings associated with the six po,;sible prototype giotups. Thle

pattern of correlations indicates the relative inipxrtance a subject places on the three dimensions of
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the SWAT definition of workload. The Kendall's Coefficient of Concordance is an index of the

* degree of agreement among the group of subjects about the ordering of the 27 cards. A high

Kendall's indicates substantial agreement about the order and therefore about the relative impor-

tance of the three dimensions.

The axiom testing section performs the axiom tests for independence, joint independence, and dou-

ble cancellation. This is done to check for violations of these axioms which may invalidate the
additive model as being a suitable model to use for the conjoint scaling routine. Only a summary
of the three axiom tests is automatically displayed, but the complete history of results for all the
tests may be viewed or printed by selection of the appropriate option.

Because the scaling solution requires data from both the prototype correlations routine and the

axiom testing routine, these functions will by default be performed by the program, if you are
working on an initial analysis. The prototype information will then automatically be displayed for
the user but the axiom test results will not. The prototype information which is displayed will be
put into a data file and used by the program for subsequent analyses. This saving of data from the
prototype routine will speed up further analyses which you may require.

The scaling solution produces the scale values that result from the conjoint scaling routine. These
values are then used as the workload scores in subsequent analyses of results from the Event

Scoring phase.

There are three methods for handling the scale development data: group solutions, prototyped
solutions, and individual solutions. The determination of which solution is best is based on study
objectives and the results of the correlations, Kendall's Coefficient, and axiom tests. For a more
detailed explanation of interpreting these analyses, refer to Section 2.5.2, Prototyping, and Section
2.5.3, Sample Data Analysis. Upon choosing a group solution, the program will automatically
include all subjects in further analyses. If you specify prototyped solutions, the program will use
the suggested groupings provided in the next screen to be described. A separate solution will be
provided for each of the three groups. If individual axioms or scaling solutions are chosen, the

program will ask for specific individual subjects you desire to analyze separately. This is done by
simply entering the subject number(s) and pressing (RETURN). The program will include only

their data in the analyses. If you make a mistake and enter an incorrect subject number, reenter that
number and they will not be included (subjects to be included are indicated by highlighting).

Upon pressing (RET), the program will proceed with the analyses previously chosen on this Pro-

gram Setup screen. Due to the criticality of the prototype correlations section, it will ALWAYS be
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performed, even if it was not selected. If no changes have been made, however, the program will

not have to recalculate this section.

PROTOTYPE ANALYSIS

This screen is presented in Figure 26 and displays the Spearman's rank correlations for each sub-

ject's data with the six "perfect" prototype rankings, the suggested prototype groupings based on

these correlations, and the Kendall's Coefficient of Concordance for agreement among the entire
group of subjects in this analysis. There are several options for this screen:

Fl, Change It may be desired to group the subjects differently based on the experi-
Prototype menter's evaluation of the pattern of correlations. To do this, use the up

and down arrow keys to move the cursor to the appropriate subject's
prototype and then enter the new prototype (T, E, or S). The highlighting

will change in accordance with thu new prototype. To leave a particular
subject out of the analysis, simply change that subject's suggested prototype
to an "L." The program will ignore this subject's data. This approach can
be used in a case where a subject beluigs to a particular prototype group,
but these data also contain a large number of axiom test violations, indi-
catir- an unacceptable amount of error in the data. In this situation, it may
be desirable to exclude this subject from the scaling solution, or attempt to
remove the ambiguity in the data through additional information obtained

from the subject. This is also very useful in examining the Kendall's
Coefficient for a particular prototype group. To do this for the time group,
for example, change all the effort and stress subjects' suggested prototypes
to "L"s and press F1 again to end the changes. The Kendall's Coefficient
will automatically be recalculated and displayed.

F2, Print Sends the correlation matrix, prototypes, and Kendall's Coefficient to a
printer.

F3, Return to This option allows you to return to the Program Setup screen and choose

Program Setup additional or different analyses. This option is used in two situations. First

of all, if prototype correlations was the only option previously chosen in the
Program Setup, F3 allows you to choose additional analyses based on the

results of the prototype correlations and Kendall's Coefficient of Concor-

dance. Second. if, based on the results of the prototype correlations and
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Kendall's Coefficient, you decide to choose different configurations for axiom testing and scaling

solutions, you can cancel any additional selections and choose again. For example, say you origi-

nally had chosen prototype correlations, group axioms, and group scale. Now you observe that

the subjects are not homogeneous, with a Kendall's Coefficient of .72. You may wish to simply

proceed with separating the subject population into prototype groups rather than a single group

solution. In either case, the program will not recalculate the correlations, expediting continuation

through the program. As mentioned earlier, though, you arc able to obtain a Kendall's Coefficient

for a particular group.

F4, Go to Next This option will display the results of the next analysis previously chosen,

Option Chosen in either axiom tests or scaling solution. If no other options were selected,

Program Setup control will be taken back to the Main Menu.

ESC, Escape This option returns you to the Main Menu in case you run into problems and

need to start over.

SUMMARY OF AXIOM TEST VIOLATIONS

When option F4 of the previous screen (Go to Next Option Chosen in Program Setup) is selected,

and you had previously chosen axiom tests as an option in the Program Setup screen, the screen

shown in Figure 27 will be displayed. This screen presents a summary of the violations for the

simple independence axiom tests, which are the most critical axioms for acceptance of an additive

model, as well as a summary of the violations of double cancellation and joint independence. The

screen heading will state whether the summary is for a single group, a prototype group, or an
individual subject. If the summary is for the entire group of subjects, the following options exist:

Fl, Go to Next This option will calculate and display the scaling solution for the group of

Option Chosen subjects if scaling was chosen in the Program Setup screen, or whichever

in Program Setup other option was selected in the Program Setup screen. If no other options

were selected then the program will go back to the Main Menu.

F2, Print Summary This will print a hard copy of just this summary of the axiom test violations.

of Group Axioms

F3, Print Complete This will print a hard copy of the results of the entire set of axiom tests,

Axiom History which includes more detail on the results of the axiom tests. Typically, this
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******* SUMMARY OF AXIOM VIOLATIONS ******

GROUP ANALYSIS

INDEPENDENCE
T INDEPENDENT OF E AND S " 0. FAILURES OUT OF 103 TESTS
E INDEPENDENT OF T AND S = 0. FAILURES OUT OF 108 TEESTS
S INDEPENDENT OF T AND E - 0 FAILURES OUT OF 108 TESTS

DOUBLE CANCELLATION
DOUBLE CANCELLATION IN T x E a 0. FAILURES OUT OF' I TESTS
DOUBLE CANCELLATION IN E x S = 1. FAILURES OUT OF 3 TESTS
DOUBLE CANCELLATION IN S x T * 0, FAILURES OUT OF 1 TESTS

JOINT INDEPENDENCE
T x E INDEPENDENT OF S - 4. FAILURES OUT OF 108 TESTS
E x S INDEPENDENT OF T = 11. FAILURES OUT OF 108 TESTS
S x T INDEPENDENT OF E - 4. FAILURES OUT OF 108 TESTS

OPTIONS - GROUP
F1 GO TO NEXT OPTION CHOSEN IN PROGRAM SETUP
F2 PRINT SUMMARY OF AXIOM VIOLATIONS
F3 PRINT COMPLETE AXIOM HISTORY

ESC MAIN MENU

Figure 27. Axiom Tests Summary Screen

level of detail is not necessary for evaluation of adequacy of an additive
model, as the summary of the axiom tests provides the critical information.

WARNING: This printout is at least six pages long, and once F3 is
selected, there is no way to abort the print. Be sure you want the entire
history printed before selecting F3.

ESC, Escape As before, this retains the entered data and returns you to the Main Menu in
case of problems or for a fast way to exit the program.

If the Axiom Test Summary is for a prototype group, the additional option "Go To Next Proto-
type" exists, which will display summary information of axiom violations for the next prototype
group. Also, selection of either of the print options will print axiom test information for all three
prototype groups. If prototype scale was selected on the Program Setup screen, sclection of the
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"Go to Next Option Chosen in Program Setup" option in this screen will calculate and display

scaling information for the first prototype group,

If the summary is for an individual subject, the additional option "Go To Next Individual" exists,
which will display this summary information for the next individual selected, Also, either of the

print options will print information for each subject chosen. Therefore, if numerous subjects have
been included, printing the complete axiom history will result in quite a large amount of informa-
tion being printed. All other options will operate as previously described,

SCALING INFORMATION

In all three cases, when "Go to Next Option Chosen in Program Setup" is selected on the Sum-

mary of Axiom Violations screen and a scaling solution option had been chosen on the Program
Setup screen or upon selection of any of the "Scaling" options on the Program Setup screen, the

program will display (as shown in Figure 28) the following information on the Scaling Information

screen:

1. The last five iterations of the scaling algorithm. For a more detailed explanation of these values,

refer to Section 2.5.3, Sample Data Analysis.

2. The rescaled values for each level of the subseales. These are the additive values which,
through all possible combinations, form the 27 values of the scaling solution.

3. The approximate relative importance of each factor. This indicates the amount of change from

level 1 of a dimension to level 3 of the same dimension,

This information will be from the program-selected algorithm. Refer to Section 2.3.5 for more
information on the selection of the appropriate scaling algorithm,

The following options exist on this screen:

Fl, Plot of Rescaled This plot, which is depicted in Figure 29, gives an indication of the

Versus Raw Data goodness-of-fit of the rescaled values. The appropriate plot is linearly
decreasing from left to right, and data points not lying on the line indicate

cards which were displaced from the pattern, While viewing the plot you

may either print it out or return to this screen.
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F2, Print Scaling Prints a hard copy of the information on this screen as well as the scaling

* Information solution for this particular group or individual. This is the typical method

of saving a record of the analysis for future reference.

F3, Print All Will send the entire listing of parameters, scaling history, original and

Iterations rescaled values, and scaling solution for both algorithms to a printer. If this

analysis is for prototype groups or an individual, this option will print this

information for all prototype groups or all selected individuals. Therefore,

this option can produce quite a large amount of information; much of which

is not necessary for the typical study.

F4, View Scaling This option will display the scaling solution for this particular group or indi-

Solution vidual, as presented in Figure 30. Since all 27 combinations cannot fit on

the screen at the same time, you can use F2 to display the rest of the com-

binations. While viewing the scaling solution, an Fl will return you to this

screen.

SCALING SOLUTION Fi RETURN TO MENU

STIM LEVELS STANDARD RESCALED F2 VIEW REST OF
T E S SCALING SOLUTION

1 1 1 1 -1.200 .0
2 1 1 2 -,777 17.2
3 1 1 3 -.301 36.5
4 1 2 1 -.S04 16.1
5 1 2 2 -. 380 33.3
6 1 2 3 .096 52.6
7 1 3 1 -. 404 32.3
8 1 3 2 .019 49.5
9 1 33 .495 68.8

10 2 1 1 -. 883 12.9
11 2 1 2 -. 459 30.1
12 2 1 3 .017 49.4
13 2 2 1 -. 486 29.0

14 2 2 2 -. 062 46.2
15 2 2 3 .414 65.5
16 2 3 1 -. 086 45.2
17 2 3 2 .337 62.4
18 2 3 3 .813 81.7
19 3 1 1 -. 433 31.2
20 3 1 2 -. 010 48.3

Figure 30. Scaling Solution Screen
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F5, Go to Next Continues with any additional analyses which have been chosen in the

Option Chosen program setup screen. If no additional options were selected, this option

Program Setup will return you to the Main Menu screen.

ESC, Escape Returns you to the Main Menu screen.

0
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Appendix G

EVENT SCORING INFORMATION

REFRESHER SUMMARY

This summary outlines the purpose of the Subjective Workload Assessment Technique (SWAT)

and the prcedure for giving SWAT ratings. SWAT is a quantitative method for measuring mental

workload using subjective ratings. Remember that this method uses the ranking information which

you provided with your card sort to create a workload scale. This scale has a distinct workload

value for each possible combination of Time Load, Mental Effort Load, and Psychological Stress

Load, the three dimensions which comprise SWAT. The definitions of the dimensions are as fol-

lows: Time Load refers to the amount of task interruption or overlap; Mental Effort Load is the

amount of attention or concentration required to perform a task; and Psychological Stress Load

refers to the degree of confusion, anxiety, or frustration involved in performing a task. As you

may recall, each dimension has three levels of verbal descriptors: low, moderate, and high. The

levels of each dimension can be thought of as a three-point scale, with level I being the lowest
point or least amount of a dimension and level 3 being the highest point or greatest amount of a

dimension. Remember that as you give your ratings for a task, do so in the order of Time Load,

then Mental Effort Load, and finally Psychological Stress Load. For example, if you decide on a

workload rating of 1-2-3 for a trial which you just completed, this indicates that there was enough

or extra time to complete the task (1), the task required moderate mental effort (2), and you

experienced a high degree of stress (3).

DO YOU HAVE ANY QUESTIONS ABOUT SWAT?

SWAT Dimensions

I. TIME LOAD

1. Often have spare time. Interruptions or overlap among activities occur infrequently or not at

all.

2. Occasionally have spare time. Interruptions or overlap amnong activities occur frequently.

3. Almost never have spare time. InteTrdptions or overlap among activities are very frequent,

or occur all the time.
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I J. MENTAL EFFORT LOAD

1. Very little conscious mental effort or concentration required. Activity is almost automatic,

requiring little or no attention.

2. Moderate conscious mental effort or concentration required. Complexity of activity is
moderately high due to uncertainty, unpredictability, or unfamiliarity. Considerable atten-

tion required.

3. Extensive mental effort and concentration are necessary. Very complex activity requiring

total attention.

III. PSYCHOLOGICAL STRESS LOAD

1. Little confusion, risk, frustration, or anxiety exists and can be easily accommodated.

2. Moderate stress due to confusion, frustration, or anxiety noticeably adds to workload.

Significant compensation is required to maintain adequate performance.

3. High to very intense stress due to confusion, frustration, or anxiety. High to extreme deter-
mination and self-control required.
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